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Restructuring and Collaboration Fund
Progress report on approved projects in 1999

	
To	Heads of HEFCE-funded higher education institutions
	



















2.	A total of 50 projects had been approved for R&CF funding by the end of 1999, attracting total HEFCE grant of some £34 million.

3.	Section 1 of this report is a summary table listing all approved projects and grant allocations.

4.	Section 2 gives an overview of the main types of project which institutions have put forward for support.

5.	Section 3 contains progress reports on continuing projects, with contact details for further information.  The final page of that section lists those projects which were completed before January 1999, and denotes which progress reports were included in our previous R&CF report, HEFCE 99/34.  They are not described further in this report.













Region	Institution	Project	FY1997-98                          £M	FY1998-99                  £M	FY1999-2000               £M	FY2000-01              £M	FY2001-02        £M	FY2002-03        £M	  Total         £M		Capital split        £M	Recurrent split           £M	Project start date	Project end date
East	Universities of Essex and York	Transfer of physics staff from Essex to York				0.064			0.064		0.064		July 1999	September 2000
East	Cranfield University	Restructuring of Institute of Bioscience and Technology with agriculture programmes; and relocation of staff between Cranfield and Silsoe campuses			0.653	0.847			1.500		1.500		July 1999	July 2001
East	Association of Eastern Region Universities	HE regional consortium of seven universities in the East region and the Open University			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	April 2000	April 2003
East	University of Essex	Study of demand for HE in Southend			0.070				0.070			0.070	July 1999	January 2000
East	University of East Anglia (Medical)	Preparation of business plan for new medical school				0.050			0.050			0.050	June 1999	February 2000
East	Sub-total approved commitments				0.748	0.986	0.025		1.759		1.564	0.195		
														
E.Midlands	East Midlands Universities Association	HE regional consortium of universities and HE colleges in the East Midlands			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	August 1999	July 2002
E.Midlands	De Montfort  -  HE and the University for Industry	Pilot project to develop a model for UfI delivery in East Midlands			0.012				0.012			0.012	May 1999	February 2000
E.Midlands	Sub-total approved commitments				0.037	0.025	0.025		0.087			0.087		
														
London	Thames Valley University	Restructuring costs of implementing the recovery plan			3.400				3.400			3.400	April 1999	2003-04
Region	Institution	Project	FY1997-98                               £M	FY1998-99                   £M	FY1999-2000               £M	FY2000-01              £M	FY2001-02         £M	FY2002-03         £M	  Total         £M		Capital split         £M	Recurrent split            £M	Project start date	Project end date
London	Birkbeck College	Restructuring of science teaching and research, with transfer of physics to UCL	0.473	0.135	0.586	0.696			1.892		0.870	1.022	October 1997	July 2001
London	School of Slavonic and East European Studies	Development of new language unit 		0.134	0.140	0.222			0.496			0.496	August 1997	December 2000
London	London HE Consortium	HE regional consortium of all HEFCE-funded institutions within the M25			0.038	0.037	0.038		0.113			0.113	April 1999	March 2002
London	Royal Academy of Music	York Gate refurbishment project to develop new teaching and display accommodation			1.000				1.000		1.000		July 1999	July 2002
London	University of North London	Acquisition of land adjacent to University for strategic development of estate			0.910				0.910		0.910		March 1999	December 1999
London	Goldsmiths College	Acquisition of property adjacent to College campus to allow development of national centre of excellence for the arts			0.662	0.938			1.600		1.600		September 1999	Summer 2000
London	University of East London 	Equipment of media centre as part of development of Docklands campus			0.245				0.245		0.213	0.032	August 1999	May 2000
London	Kings College, London	Preparation of business plan for access to medicine programme			0.050				0.050			0.050	September 1999	August 2001
London	Sub-total approved commitments		0.473	0.269	7.031	1.895	0.038		9.704		4.593	5.113		
														
N.East	Universities for the North-East	HE regional consortium for all HE institutions in the North East, continuing the work of HESIN 			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	February 2000	February 2003
N.East	University of Teesside	Redevelop the university's academic portfolio, including interdisciplinary programmes in media; leisure, tourism and heritage; health sciences; and biomechanics			0.200	0.333	0.517		1.050			1.050	August 1999	July 2002
N.East	Sub-total approved commitments				0.225	0.358	0.542		1.125			1.125		
														
Region	Institution	Project	FY1997-98                               £M	FY1998-99                   £M	FY1999-2000               £M	FY2000-01              £M	FY2001-02         £M	FY2002-03         £M	  Total         £M		Capital split         £M	Recurrent split            £M	Project start date	Project end date
N.West	Lancaster University	Broaden and expand science provision, including cross-disciplinary programmes in science, social science and management; and to develop teaching and research		0.409	0.834	0.317	0.296		1.856		0.851	1.005	May 1998	2001-02
N.West	Manchester University	Restructuring and realignment of the university's medical school		0.405	0.420	0.175			1.000			1.000	August 1998	July 2000
N.West	North West Universities Association	HE regional consortium involving all Universities in the North West			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	August 1999	July 2002
N.West	Consortium of North West HE Institutions	HE regional consortium involving all HE colleges in the North West			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	September 1999	December 2002
N.West	University of Salford	Restructure science and  engineering, enhancing industrial links and developing entrepreneurial skills			0.479	1.144	0.065	0.188	1.876		1.253	0.624	August 1999	July 2002
N.West	Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts	To become a HEFCE-funded institution specialising in excellence in teaching contemporary music		0.276	0.433	0.432	0.263		1.404			1.404	August 1998	July 2002
N.West	Chester College of Higher Education	Diversification and expansion of College portfolio through development of business and management education to meet regional economic development needs			0.425	0.290	0.170	0.165	1.050			1.050	September 1999	July 2002
N.West	Sub-total approved commitments			1.090	2.641	2.408	0.844	0.353	7.336		2.104	5.233		
														
S.East	Consortium of Art and Design Institutes in the South East (CADISE)	Consortium for joint activities between specialist providers of art, design and communication studies within the region		0.003	0.084	0.030			0.117			0.117	February 1999	March 2001
Region	Institution	Project	FY1997-98                               £M	FY1998-99                   £M	FY1999-2000               £M	FY2000-01              £M	FY2001-02         £M	FY2002-03         £M	  Total         £M		Capital split         £M	Recurrent split            £M	Project start date	Project end date
S.East	Higher Education South East	HE regional consortium of universities and HE colleges in the South East			0.038	0.038	0.037		0.113			0.113	January 2000	December 2002
S.East	Oxford Brookes University	Merger with Westminster College			0.824	1.000			1.824		1.463	0.361	November 1999	November 2000
S.East	Sub-total approved commitments			0.003	0.946	1.068	0.037		2.054		1.463	0.590		

S.West	Universities of Bath and East Anglia	Transfer of physics staff and equipment from UEA to Bath			0.160	0.080			0.240		0.240		June 1998	July 1999
S.West	Higher education regional development association - HERDA SW	HE regional consortium for universities and HE colleges in the South West			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	February 2000	January 2003
S.West	Universities of Exeter and Plymouth	Business plan for Universities of Exeter and Plymouth to establish a new medical school				0.050			0.050			0.050	July 1999	March 2000
S.West	Sub-total approved commitments				0.185	0.155	0.025		0.365		0.240	0.125		
														
W.Midlands	Leicester and Warwick Medical School	Start up costs of developing joint medical school			0.090	1.430	0.280	0.200	2.000			2.000	January 2000	March 2002
W.Midlands	Sub-total approved commitments				0.090	1.430	0.280	0.200	2.000			2.000		
														
Yorks	Leeds Metropolitan University	Merger with Harrogate College and development of Individualised Programmes of Study scheme		0.303	0.152				0.455			0.455	August 2000	August 2003
Yorks	Yorkshire and Humberside Universities Association	HE regional consortium of the Universities in Yorkshire and the Humber		0.017	0.012	0.025	0.025		0.079			0.079	August 1998	July 2001
Region	Institution	Project	FY1997-98                               £M	FY998-99                   £M	FY1999-2000               £M	FY2000-01              £M	FY2001-02         £M	FY2002-03         £M	  Total         £M		Capital split         £M	Recurrent split            £M	Project start date	Project end date
Yorks	University of Bradford	Collaboration with Bradford College			0.018	0.012			0.030			0.030	August 1999	July 2000
Yorks	Bretton Hall College	Relocate textile department to create the "Manygates" regional Design Realisation Centre			0.269	0.203			0.472		0.472		November 1999	September 2000
Yorks	University of Hull	Merger with North Riding College			1.356				1.356		0.602	0.754	January 2000	July 2002
Yorks	University of Sheffield	New academic and clinical teaching and research facility in collaboration with Sheffield Women's Hospital				0.500	1.000		1.500		1.500		December 1999	December 2001
Yorks	Sub-total approved commitments			0.320	1.807	0.740	1.025		3.892		2.574	1.318		
														
Other	Higher education and research opportunities (Hero)	To provide an internet portal to a range of web-based information services about HE			0.093	0.575	0.188		0.856			0.856	March 2000	September 2002
Other	Institute for Learning and Teaching	Contribution to setting up costs		0.424	0.636	0.669	0.347	0.056	2.132			2.132	September 1998	July 2003
Other	Council of Church and Associated Colleges	Collaborative network within the church colleges			0.025	0.025	0.025		0.075			0.075	January 2000	December 2003
Other 	HE contribution to the regions	Joint HEFCE/CVCP project to map the range of contributions which HEIs make to regional development			0.029	0.100			0.129			0.129	February 2000	January 2001





Region	Institution	Project	FY1997-98         £M	FY1998-99         £M	FY1999-2000         £M	FY2000-01         £M	FY2001-02         £M	FY2002-03         £M	  Total         £M		Capital split         £M	Recurrent split            £M	Project start date	Project end date	
E.Midlands	Loughborough College of Art and Design	Merger with Loughborough University		0.173	0.339				0.512		0.512		February 1998	November 1998
London	Thames Valley University 	Development of learning resource centre	0.575	0.297	0.097				0.969		0.969		May 1997	June 1999
S.East	University of Southampton	Staff restructuring following merger with La Sainte Union College	0.372	0.098					0.470			0.470	March 1997	September 1997
S.East	Canterbury Christ Church University College	Study of demand for HE in Thanet			0.027	0.003			0.030			0.030	March 1999	May 1999
S.West	Combined Universities in Cornwall	Study of demand for HE in Cornwall			0.020				0.020			0.020	December 1998	March 1999
W.Midlands	Coventry University	Reprofiling of provision in science courses, moving from physics and materials sciences into sports science			0.278				0.278		0.278		June 1998	January 1999








Section 2:  Overview of progress


8.	 The HEFCE Restructuring and Collaboration Fund was introduced in 1997-98.  It is used as a discretionary fund to support projects that meet one or more of the following criteria:

a.	Major changes to the academic portfolio.

b.	Major constitutional change, particularly merger.

c.	Institutional restructuring with sufficiently innovative aspects to be of general benefit to the sector.

d.	Structural realignments within institutions.

e.	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions.

9.	There is no annual deadline for the submission of proposals, and projects have not so far been judged competitively.  Rather, they are considered case by case, so that the timing suits institutional needs. This approach is designed to retain maximum flexibility in responding to proposals from institutions, but it has meant that awareness of the fund, and the types of project which it can be used to support, has grown over time.

10.	In May 1999 we published a first progress report on projects being supported by the fund (HEFCE 99/34).  We intend to publish such reports annually.  This current report shows projects approved up to the end of December 1999.





12.	Merger projects include both those between two HE institutions and those between one HEI and an institution from outside the sector.  The forms of expenditure supported can cover staff restructuring, preparation of business plans, buildings refurbishment, rationalising support services, and communications technology to link sites.  Those approved to date for R&CF support include: 

	Hull University and North Riding College

	Leeds Metropolitan University and Harrogate College

	Loughborough University and Loughborough College of Art and Design

	Southampton University and La Sainte Union College.

13.	A number of further merger proposals are in the pipeline.  These are among the largest projects supported by the fund.


Restructuring of subject departments or programmes

14.	Several projects are helping institutions to restructure departments, often involving staff restructuring and refurbishment and re-equipping of premises, or the development of new programmes and pedagogic approaches.  This can be within a single institution, for example the restructurings of: 

	medicine at Manchester University 

	physics, materials science and sports science programmes at Coventry University

	science at Lancaster University

	science and engineering at Salford University

	the Institute of Bioscience and Technology and agricultural programmes at Cranfield University.

15.	Other projects in this category are collaborative, with a transfer of provision from one institution to another so that the resulting merged department is stronger, for example: 

	transfer of physics from Birkbeck College to University College London 

	transfer of physics from University of East Anglia to University of Bath

	transfer of physics from Essex University to York University.

Major development of academic provision

16.	Some projects support restructuring by helping institutions achieve a step-change development in their academic provision or infrastructure.  This may be through major capital projects to develop their estate, or through revenue projects, for example:

	Goldsmiths College estate development

	Thames Valley University learning resource centre

	equipping the University of East London Docklands campus with multi-media facilities

	University of North London estate development

	Chester College of Higher Education development of new academic programmes in business and management





Regional development of HE

17.	The fund is used to support the development of higher education programmes in under-provided localities.  Support can come at two stages:

a.	Helping to finance consultancy studies of current and future demand for higher education in a defined area, as a basis for assessing the appropriate scale and rate of growth  -  for example, in Cornwall, Cumbria, Thanet and Southend.

b.	Helping institutions then implement growth projects in the light of the demand studies.

18.	In the light of demand study projects undertaken so far, we commissioned KPMG consultants to prepare generic guidance on the conduct of demand studies.  That publication, HEFCE 99/64, is available on our web-site at www.hefce.ac.uk under ‘Publications’.  This guidance is an example of an activity where we use R&CF funding to support one or more pilot projects, to establish how a task is best undertaken and then produce a report from which the rest of sector can benefit. 

19.	The demand study projects also illustrate the use of R&CF funding in parallel with other HEFCE funding programmes.  Where the need for growth is shown, the R&CF may be used in association with revenue funding allocated through the annual additional student numbers (ASNs) exercise, and/or capital projects to develop the necessary premises through the Poor Estates scheme.  There is, however, no commitment that a project approved for R&CF funding will be successful in either the ASN or poor estates programmes, given that both are subject to a competitive bidding process.

Expansion of medical intakes

20.	Several projects approved in 1999 have supported the expansion of student intakes to medical courses in line with the Government’s objective of increasing the supply of doctors for the NHS.  The primary funding routes for the expansion are ASNs and capital allocations.  But the R&CF has been used to support:

a.	Preparation of business plans where the project was on such a scale or so innovative that it needed particularly intensive planning  -  notably, the proposals for new medical schools from the Universities of Exeter and Plymouth for the South West and from the University of East Anglia; and proposals from the Open University to develop a distance learning programme for the pre-clinical stages of medical training.











	the Consortium of Art and Design Institutes in the South East

	collaboration between the University of Bradford and Bradford College, to review the scope for joint provision of both academic programmes and support services





23.	The fund is used to support a number of sector-wide collaborative projects, notably:

	the setting up of the Institute for Learning and Teaching

	the setting up of the new web portal “Higher Education and Research Opportunities” (previously known as the UK HE Mall)





24.	The pressures for change in higher education are many and increasing.  In particular, demand from students and employers is constantly evolving, in terms of both the relative popularity of different subjects and in expectations about the way programmes are delivered.  We believe that every HE institution should be keeping under review both its own structure and the scope for collaboration with other universities and colleges. 






Section 3:  Individual project summaries







Bath University and University of East Anglia	14
Birkbeck College, London	16
University of Bradford collaborative project with Bradford College	18
Bretton Hall College ‘Manygates’ Project	20
Chester College of Higher Education	22
Council of Church and Associated Colleges	24
Cranfield University	26
The Advisory Group for HE in Cumbria (AGHEC)	28
East London University	30
Essex University	32
Essex University and University of York	34
Goldsmiths College, University of London	36
Higher Education and Research Opportunities (Hero) Web Portal	38
Institute for Learning and Teaching	40
Lancaster University	44
Leeds Metropolitan University: merger with Harrogate College and Individualised Programmes of Study scheme	46
Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts	50
Manchester University	52
Medical intakes: 	
             Access to Medicine Programme: Guy’s, King’s and St Thomas’              school of medicine, King’s College London	54
             East Anglia joint venture medical programme	56
             University of Leicester and University of Warwick joint medical               school	58
             The Open University	60
             Peninsula medical school project	62
Merger project: 	
             University of Hull with North Riding College	64
             Oxford Brookes University with Westminster College, Oxford	66
North London University	68
Regional consortium project: 	
              East Midlands Universities Association	70
              Association of Eastern Region Universities	72
              Consortium of Arts and Design Institutions in Southern England                (CADISE)	74
              London Higher Education Consortium	80
              Universities for the North-East (unis4ne)	82
              North West Universities Association	84
              Confederation of North West Higher Education Institutions	86
              Higher Education South East	88
              Higher Education Regional Development Association – South                West (HERDA – SW)	90
              Yorkshire and Humberside Universities’ Association	92
Regional Contribution of Higher Education	94
Royal Academy of Music - York Gate project	96
Salford University	98

















Cost	HEFCE grant: £130,000 initially, with additional support of up to £110,000, based on claims
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolio and collaboration
	
Contact	Dr Nicola KempVice-Chancellor’s OfficeUniversity of BathClaverton DownBATHBA2 7AYtel 01225 826600

Aims and objectives 







a.	Four staff to transfer from UEA to Bath in summer 1998, one member of staff to transfer from UEA to Bath in summer 1999, and one member of staff to transfer from UEA to the University of Cambridge in summer 1999. 

b.	UEA to transfer the relevant proportion of quality-related research funding associated with the transferring staff, approximating to 40 per cent of the salaries.

c.	UEA to contribute supporting equipment valued at between £600,000 and £1 million.

d.	UEA to transfer seven full time equivalent (FTE) funded numbers to Bath in 1998-99, and another three or four in 1999 when the other two staff transfer (price group B).

e.	Bath to transfer eight FTE student numbers into physics from other departments as its contribution to the project.





Assistance with the cost of transferring equipment from UEA to the University of Bath has allowed the department of physics at the University of Bath to maintain delivery of high quality teaching and research to students from both universities.  The transfer of five researchers from UEA has permitted the University of Bath to achieve the ‘critical mass’ necessary to exploit opportunities for commercial development.

The first phase of the project began in September 1998 with the relocation of four members of UEA staff to Bath. This significantly benefited students studying physics at Bath, including those transferring from UEA, by increasing the choice of topics available for final-year student projects and introducing new teaching activities. The quality of the resultant combined teaching provision was evidenced by the award of full marks for each core aspect in the Quality Assurance Agency Subject Review in April 1999. 

The relocation funding has enabled the University of Bath to establish two additional research laboratories, a spectroscopy laboratory and a positron laboratory. These laboratories have helped to resource new collaborative research projects and have extended the facilities available for final-year student projects and for postgraduate research students.









Expected completion	31 July 2001
	
Duration	Four years; funding from the HEFCE is for three years
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £1,892,0001997-98 £756,8001998-99 £548,6801999-2000 £586,520Contribution from the college (to 1 March 2000): £172,000
	
R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioStructural realignments within the institution
	
Contact	Mr D A B McGhiePlanning OfficeBirkbeck CollegeMalet StreetLONDONWC1E 7HXtel 020 7631 6276

Aims and objectives 

The aim of the project is to support the restructuring of the college's science teaching and research provision. Its four main objectives are:

*	to close the department of physics and transfer its teaching and research activities to University College London (UCL)

*	to refurbish the accommodation of the former department of physics for use by other teaching and research staff and students

*	to refurbish selected laboratory and research facilities for the school of biological and chemical sciences and the school of crystallography





Stage one: October 1997 - closure of the department of physics and transfer of three academic and one technical staff to UCL.  Also transfer of the BSc in physics to UCL from the same date. Severance and revised terms of employment agreed with the department's remaining staff.  The transfer to UCL is underwritten by an agreed four-year programme of quarterly payments by Birkbeck to UCL in respect of teaching funds.

Stage two: 1998-99 - planning and implementation of accommodation refurbishment project for those areas formerly occupied by the department of physics. 





Although the college has ceased to offer teaching in physics at undergraduate level, the part-time BSc in physics continues to be provided at UCL under the terms of the transfer agreement between the college and UCL. As a result, student choice has been preserved and enhanced, since this collaborative venture is leading to the development of new part-time study opportunities in science between the two colleges.

The accommodation works began in June 1999 with the refurbishment of an area of about 700 m²  formerly occupied by the department of physics at a cost of £690,000. This area has been refurbished to provide high-quality teaching, research, IT and library space. Much higher levels of space utilisation for this area have been achieved since this work was completed in September 1999.
















R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Professor Colin MellorsPro-Vice-ChancellorUniversity of BradfordRichmond RoadBRADFORDWest YorkshireBD7 1DPtel 01274 733816

Aims and objectives 

The University of Bradford and Bradford College have a long-standing history of collaboration. In 1995 this was formalised through the Agreement of Association, which covers key aspects of academic and infrastructure collaboration. The HEFCE grant will be used to facilitate a wide ranging review of current arrangements and to explore opportunities for further collaborative initiatives that will benefit not only the two institutions, but also students and the wider community. In particular, both institutions seek to identify:

	opportunities for synergy and greater effectiveness in academic planning processes and provision

	new business potential, in the widest sense of the term





The programme of work is in two phases.  The first involves an audit of current arrangements, the identification of needs and opportunities, and proposals for new ways of working. The second phase, for which additional funding will be sought, will focus on the implementation of pilot projects identified during Phase I. 

To facilitate management of the project the above phases have been divided into two categories:

a.	Infrastructure (services and administration): This category focuses on identifying achievable economies of scale that will facilitate release of funds for investment to support the core activities of both institutions, including rationalisation of some areas. The project will also explore opportunities to provide more cost-effective services, improved quality of provision to customers, an increased range of customer choice, and the sharing of good practice.

b.	Models of academic collaboration: This category focuses on the benefits of collaboration in areas of academic provision, including the potential to create innovative study programmes, the possibility of interdisciplinary programmes where a single institution does not have certain expertise, and the opportunity to raise customer choice, possibly with an increase in the flexibility of provision.





At a local level, the project will culminate in a review of the current Agreement of Association between the college and the university, a reassessment of the existing financial protocol, and improved cross-institutional academic planning processes.

Pilot projects in Phase II will result in the creation of innovative programmes of study with improved administrative arrangements to support joint activities. The processes employed in developing these initiatives will be monitored and assessed, and the findings drawn together in codes of good practice to be used in future collaborative initiatives. 

Phase II pilot projects will also provide a framework for assessing the different collaborative models that can be used to underpin cross-institutional service provision. It is hoped that this framework, and the codes of good practice mentioned above, will be of value to a wider audience.














Cost	Total project cost: £1,706,000Construction contract: £1,267,684HEFCE grant: £472,000
	
R&CF criteria	Institutional restructuring with sufficiently innovative aspects to be of general benefit to the sectorStructural realignments within institutions
	





Bretton Hall is one of the largest providers of textile training for the textile industry in the region. The project aimed to relocate the textile department to create a regional Design Realisation Centre. The centre will be unique in providing a one-stop learning, training and support service to the textile industry. This project will encourage the development of new small and medium enterprises (SMEs) as well as assisting existing SMEs. It would become a focal point, which would encourage the retention of graduates in the area by providing studio space, business marketing and promotional skills and access to sampling facilities required by the industry. 





The programme of works is:

	the construction contract started on site in November 1999
	the textile department is making plans for transfer to the new building
	the Access and Training Unit is progressing the strategy for opening up the training and development in the wider regional community
	SMEs are being made aware of the opportunities related to textiles and design that the facility will provide
	continuous professional development and training skills are being provided contiguously with the overall programme
















Cost	Total project cost: £1,366,000HEFCE grant: £1,050,000Contribution from the college: £308,000
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to academic portfolio
	
Contact	Diversification strategy:             Professor D Cotterell                                                  Dean of Science & Health                                                  Chester College of Higher Education                                                  Parkgate Road                                                  CHESTER                                                  Cheshire                                                  CH1 4BJ.                                                  tel 01244 375444 ext 3116                                                  e-mail d.cotterrell@chester.ac.uk                                                  Academic:		                                                  Mr Dennis Holman                                                  Project Leader                                                  Business & Management Initiative                                                  tel 01244 375444 ext 3095                                                  e-mail d.holman@chester.ac.uk                                                  Finance:		                                                  Mr David Stevens                                                   Bursar                                                  tel 01244 375444 ext 3020                                                  e-mail d.stevens@chester.ac.uk	
	

Aims and objectives 

In a strategic review of its widening access and participation activities, Chester College, in partnership with the local business community, identified a lack of business education and training provision for mature local students. The Chester economy has enjoyed rapid growth in the last decade which has resulted in severe shortages of appropriately qualified individuals. In response to these needs, and the willingness of major business partners to offer tangible support, the college will provide both general provision of courses in the broad areas of business and management, from Higher National Diploma to postgraduate academic qualifications, as well as professional qualifications and a centre of expertise to support the areas of financial services and tourism management. This will provide a resource for the sub-region to sustain this exceptional pace of economic development in knowledge-based service industries. 

The aims of the development are to:

	provide for the business and management educational and training needs of Cheshire

	support sub-regional, and thereby regional, economic development

	provide opportunities and encouragement for vocationally relevant lifelong learning





In order to effect a major repositioning of its course portfolio, the college was given support to resolve the anomaly of a major business centre such as Chester lacking its own HEI-based provision in business and management. The programme entails developing:

	the provision of a broad range of full- and part-time courses in business and management

	collaboration with FE colleges to provide subject-specific FE-to-HE link programmes
 
	the extension of the college’s Work Based Learning programme into sandwich placements in industry and commerce within the local economy

	specialist programmes and short courses, related to local employers' needs









Council of Church and Associated Colleges

Start date	1 January 2000
	




Cost	HEFCE grant: £75,000 (£25,000 per year)The CCAC is also supported through subscriptions from member colleges
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	





To facilitate a collaborative network between the church colleges, increasing their ability to respond to relevant policy matters and work together to enhance the quality of their work, especially in areas relating to mission, ethos and distinctiveness.

Programme of work/project outcomes














Cost	Total project cost: £4.46 millionHEFCE grant:       £1.50 million    1998-99            £0.04 million    1999-2000        £1.28 million    2000-01            £0.18 million
	
R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioStructural realignments within the institution
	
Contact	Professor A P F TurnerHeadCranfield University at SilsoeSilsoe BedfordshireMK45 4DTtel 01525 863006Fax 01525 863360

Aims and objectives 

The project focuses on the academic integration of staff and activities within Cranfield's expanding postgraduate Institute of Bioscience and Technology (IBST) with those involved in the declining agricultural programmes on the Silsoe campus. Such a change requires some staff restructuring plus relocation of the IBST team from the Cranfield Campus to Silsoe.

The project has four main objectives:

	to reverse the decline in the teaching and research programmes by undertaking major modifications, to include a higher and more appropriate level of biological sciences and technologies

	to improve space utilisation on the Silsoe site

	to offer laboratory and office space required for the growing needs of IBST programmes









The key outcomes will include:

	a suite of teaching and research programmes that better reflect the nation's needs in the agricultural, food, environmental and medical technologies

	a modern university campus at Silsoe appropriately refurbished and equipped for the relocation of the IBST













Cost	Total project cost: £60,000HEFCE contribution: £15,000Other income sources included European Objective 2 funds and contributions from the following AGHEC member organisations:   North West Development Agency		   Cumbria County Council				   St Martin’s College					    Cumbria College of Art & Design		   University of Northumbria				   University of Central Lancashire			   Lancaster University				   The Open University				
	
R&CF criterion	Collaboration arrangements between higher education institutions.
	




The aim of the study was to gain a comprehensive understanding of current and future local, regional, national and international demand for the provision of HE, continuing professional development (CPD) programmes and their derivatives in Cumbria. The study also addressed the drivers and trends that are expected to shape the pattern of HE provision and delivery over the period 2000 to 2010 and beyond. 

As a collaborative proposal, the bid was oriented towards the benefit of students and the region, rather than the interests of any one institution. The contract was awarded on a competitive basis. The study was undertaken to help the Advisory Group for Higher Education in Cumbria (AGHEC) consider changes in HE delivery and possible increases in the overall level of local HE provision. The study also explored the opportunities for enhancing the local research base.









The HE in Cumbria Summary Report was published in February 2000. Copies are available from the contact address. The report outlines the actual and potential demand for HE provision based in Cumbria and will be used to inform AGHEC of HE strategic development priorities. The approach taken allowed the comparison of demand with provision, highlighted student preferences and constraints and identified opportunities and gaps in HE provision in Cumbria.  The study revealed significant unmet demand for HE in Cumbria, especially among the mature population and for part-time study. There is also unmet demand for full-time HE provision, based in Cumbria, from some school leavers and existing FE students. Overall, there is a weak research and technology transfer base in Cumbria, but also significant potential to increase activity and exploit particular strengths, most notably in Environmental and Health Care Sciences. 

















R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioInstitutional restructuring with sufficiently innovative aspects to be of general benefit to the sectorStructural realignments within institutions
	








	to create a multimedia production centre as a result of co-locating the university's departments 
of cultural studies, innovation studies and the schools of visual arts and design 





The facilities and activities from three sites were brought together to establish the multimedia production centre at the new Docklands Campus. A range of digital technology was purchased to establish a common platform on which a range of hitherto separate production activities could merge. Specifically, the work consisted of providing and upgrading the infrastructure for the digital media labs and TV studios, and acquiring a non-linear editing suite. 





The development of a common digital platform in the multimedia production centre has facilitated not only transferability between different media, but also the collaboration of different course teams from three different departments in sharing space, resources and in developing common practices. Cross-departmental staff user groups have been established around digital media, video, audio and photography, and tape slide.

The last stages of installing television and audio design studios are in process. A cross-departmental MA in Multimedia will be launched in September 2000, with an MA in Global Media to follow.

The school of design has placed orders for the equipment to form the new design teaching centre. The equipment has facilitated the development of a new BA in Graphic Design to be launched in September 2000.














Cost 	Total: £109,090HEFCE grant: £70,000
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolio and collaboration
	
Contact	Richard ListerDirector of External RelationsUniversity of EssexCOLCHESTERCO4 3SQtel 01206 873582e-mail rlister@essex.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 





The project, undertaken by consultants KPMG in close collaboration with the partnership of the University of Essex and South East Essex College, included:

	studies of demand for higher education across South Essex

	assessment of current and likely future provision of higher education

	employer surveys and a statistical study of the economy of South Essex

	assessment of the likely involvement of a broad range of stakeholders
	




A two-volume report was produced in January 2000 and presented to the full range of project stakeholders.

The report concluded that South Essex suffered a serious lack of higher education provision, resulting in disadvantage for local students, loss of opportunity for the local community, and a low achievement, low wage and low investment economy. It suggested that the proposed 1,500 FTE higher education facility could be easily achieved by 2004-05 on current projections. 





Essex University and University of York

Start date	1 July 1999
	




Cost	£42,313 to date Estimated total: £60,435 HEFCE grant: £64,000
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Professor G J PertHead of Department Physics DepartmentUniversity of YorkHeslingtonYORKYO10 5DDtel 01904 432250


Aims and objectives 






















Cost	HEFCE grant: approximately £1.6 million
	
R&CF criterion	Structural realignment within institution
	
Contact	Mr Shane Guy, SecretaryGoldsmiths College, University of LondonNew Cross LONDONSE14 6NWtel 020 7919 7920e-mail s.guy@gold.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 





	the consolidation of a  department rated 5* in the last RAE, which is presently spread over 20 locations, and the subsequent consolidation of and improvement to the accommodation of other unsuitably housed and dispersed departments to improve efficiency and to permit an increase in student numbers 

	the creation of an appropriate planning environment for the development of the area and departments involved as a national centre for the arts, by procuring  a number of properties on the St James’s site





The planning authority, the London Borough of Lewisham (LBL), has included an objective within the borough’s unitary development plan to assist the college in its endeavours. LBL has granted approval for change of use of former residential property on the site to academic purposes. The freehold has been acquired of the former Deptford Town Hall, which is presently occupied on lease from LBL and represents a major focal point for the site. This will provide substantial savings in the lease rent.

An agreement has been reached in principle to acquire the freehold of a day nursery, to be relocated by the college when the ground it occupies is required to develop the centre.  The first of a number of freehold properties has been acquired and several more will follow shortly.   As a consequence of the activity thus far, two additional properties not previously thought to be available have been offered to the college, making the site almost exclusive to the college.





The final outcome will be realised in approximately five years.











Duration	March 2000 to September 2002, with a review in 2001
	
Cost	Total HEFCE grant £856,000 during this period
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Roger GrinyerHead of Corporate CommunicationsHEFCEtel 0117 931 7307


Aims and objectives 

HERO (which stands for Higher Education and Research Opportunities) is being developed by a partnership of major HE organisations as a new high-profile web portal, to be launched in September 2000. The service will provide a gateway to a range of information services offered by the higher education and research sector in the United Kingdom.

HERO is being developed as a leading-edge technical platform embodying a high degree of collaboration. Its aim is to become recognised in the UK and worldwide as the primary internet portal promoting the achievements, services and opportunities provided by the sector, and to be an example of best practice in the presentation of web-based information. It will provide sophisticated but user-friendly search and navigation tools that will lead users to detailed and relevant information.

The information, which will be organised in zones, will cover: courses; international, national and regional activities; research and industrial collaboration; employment, lifelong learning and career opportunities; management, policy and funding; learning and teaching; culture and sport. Each zone will present material demonstrating current achievements and leading opportunities. 





HERO is being developed by the higher education funding bodies for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, CVCP, SCOP, the Research Councils, UCAS and the CSU, which are all funding the project. The steering group that has been planning the service has appointed the new media company Epic to design, launch and operate the service under contract. 





The service will provide the following outcomes:

	a single gateway to the range of services and opportunities offered by the UK higher education and research sector, providing a unique point of entry to resources which currently are not always located by potential customers

	a portal design which will represent the current state-of-the-art in information presentation, and which will be kept at the forefront of information design by an ongoing programme of investment and development

	a regularly changing output of news and current interest articles, showcasing the achievements of the whole sector and providing a strong incentive for users to return to the site

	a unified content classification scheme which will allow information providers to make their content available to well-defined search and navigation processes, ensuring that appropriate customers are directed to their own sites

	a marketing strategy designed to position the portal as the leading gateway to the HE sector, opening up new target audiences and seeking to identify and fill gaps in information provision










Expected completion	Funding from HEFCE until July 2003; then the institute is expected to become self-funding
	
Duration	HEFCE funding of ILT from 1998-99 to 2002-03 inclusive 
	
Cost	The original HEFCE grant of £1.19 million was increased to £2.2 million during 1999-2000. The increase of £1.01 million was provided as part-grant, part-loan on a 50:50 basis. The loan will be repaid once ILT has a membership base of 30,000. Among other things, the increased funds will subsidise the costs of processing individual applications for membership, meet the costs of the additional resources required to meet the projected growth in membership, as well as enable research and dissemination activities to be undertakenHEFCE contribution:1998-99 £424,000 (contribution towards start-up costs)1999-2000 £697,715 2000-01 £669,4632001-02 £347,6472002-03 £57,548
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Dr Paul ClarkILTGenesis 3Innovation WayYork Science ParkHeslingtonYORK YO10 5DQtel 01904 434234

Aims and objectives 





The areas of initial activity were set out by the ILT planning group as the:

	accreditation of institutional courses and programmes of staff development

	creation of direct routes to membership of the ILT through application by individuals

	development of a programme of continuing professional development for ILT members to allow them to demonstrate that they remain in good standing with the institute

	provision of information, educational materials and services to ILT members

	initiation of a programme of research promotion and dissemination

	attraction, through the mechanisms of the first four points above and others, of a substantial section of the academic and learning support community as ILT members .

Since its inception the ILT has been contracted, through HEFCE and other agencies, to undertake other activities, namely to:

	integrate ILT’s services with the Learning and Teaching Support Network (LTSN), particularly the Generic Learning and Teaching Centre (GLTC) and Technology Integration Centre (TIC) 

	to manage the LTSN programme directorate and the GLTC





Accreditation of institutional courses and/or programmes of staff development
The ILT, through accreditation services, has established an accreditation scheme for accrediting teaching programmes in higher education institutions (HEIs). The accreditation of an HEI’s programme makes successful students of the programme (over the past three years) eligible for ILT membership. Another form of accreditation has been established in which the ILT has an agreement with an HEI to recognise another form of evaluation as equivalent to ILT accreditation, for example, SEDA recognition. 

Creation of direct routes to ILT membership through application by individuals
Applications for membership can also be made by individuals through direct application to the ILT – known as ‘initial entry for experienced staff’. 

Development of a programme of continuing professional development for ILT members to allow them to demonstrate that they remain in good standing with the institute
Part of the remit of accreditation services is to develop and implement the concept of ’remaining in good standing’ for the ILT membership by establishing processes of implementation and evaluation of continuing professional development (CPD). A consultant was recently appointed to assist the accreditation team with the development and implementation of this programme. Stakeholders’ views, including those of ILT’s members and transitional council, will be sought to transform the concept of CPD into reality. 

The current agenda for the development and implementation of CPD is for a draft consultation paper to be produced, analysing the issues and proposing a framework. This will be available for discussion with members at the first annual conference of the ILT in June 2000. Then the proposed framework will be disseminated to all HEIs and interested bodies for final consultation. The CPD framework will be ready for implementation (probably in pilot form) in January 2001.

Provision of information, educational materials and services to ILT members
To date, activities undertaken by membership services have included seminars and workshops on lifelong learning and innovation, and good practice in learning and teaching. Future workshops will focus on web-based teaching, reflective practice for learners and learning facilitators, disability awareness in learning and teaching, and diverse learners. In addition, the ILT’s annual conference will, among other things, showcase innovations in learning and teaching.

Membership benefits include a range of publications such as books, journals, newsletters and web pages. These are to inform members and support their interest in developments in teaching and learning facilitation in higher education. Future membership services include providing networking opportunities, both virtual and face-to-face, to encourage the sharing of experiences and to stimulate the development of teaching and/or learning facilitation.

Initiation of a programme of research promotion and dissemination
The ILT has yet to commission research into learning and teaching practices. Its aims in this area are to:

	promote application of the methods and perspectives of research and scholarship to the activities of teaching and the facilitation of learning in higher education

	encourage and facilitate application of the results of pedagogic research in the practice of ILT members in teaching and facilitation of learning

	stimulate or commission pedagogic research, particularly in relation to issues of particular importance to ILT members.

To manage the LTSN, GLTC and TIC
The LTSN was launched in January 2000; GLTC and TIC have yet to be launched. The purpose of LTSN is to support the sharing of innovation and good practice in learning and teaching. GLTC’s aims will be to support higher education providers in making best use of a range of approaches to learning and teaching, including the use of new and proven applications of communication and information technology (C&IT). TIC will support the investigation, development and proving of the applicability of new technologies in support of the whole education process in higher and further education, including technologies relevant to learning and teaching and their integration into wider student support and administrative systems. 

Managing the 2000 National Teaching Fellowship Scheme (NTFS)











Duration	Four years of HEFCE funding; the project then continues on a self-financing basis
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £1.856 million1998-99 £670,1131999-2000 £505,8872000-01 £428,0002001-02 £252,000
	
R&CF criterion	Structural realignments within institutions
	
Contact	Colin AdamsPlanning OfficeUniversity HouseUniversity of LancasterBailriggLANCASTERLA1 4YWtel 01524 594203
	

Aims and objectives 

The aims of Lancaster’s restructuring project are:

	to redirect resources from areas of limited growth and development potential to proven interdisciplinary teaching and research strengths of international quality

	to broaden and expand science provision, and make it more accessible, through new cross-disciplinary teaching programmes involving science, social science and management disciplines, all of which are at the leading edge of current research

	to develop teaching and research related to the social, management and cultural challenges posed by the application of rapidly changing technologies

	to develop teaching and research which identifies closely with the attributes and needs of the region, and to increase the range of regional partners and collaborators in teaching and research which benefits the region









Inefficient science space has been converted to hydrology research, clean rooms, biochemistry teaching laboratories and two multi-media teaching laboratories.

The revised organisational structure, which replaces three science faculties with two broader-ranging ones, was initiated in advance of the project. The new faculties have been involved in developing new modular programmes involving science departments and departments in the management school and in social sciences.

The first phase of expansion of the science base has been achieved by redistributing undergraduate numbers from other areas into new inter-disciplinary schemes in combined science and technology, internet technology, multi-media systems, and business information systems. Additional science student numbers have been secured through the HEFCE Additional Student Numbers exercise.

The second phase of expansion includes: 

	an innovatory postgraduate programme in environment and development (research masters degree), with a period of placement in one of more than 14 overseas research institutes
 
	an MA in environment, culture and society, designed for workers in a range of areas affected by environmental issues
 
	an MSc in plant stress biology
 
	a range of professional development short courses in geographic information systems, remote sensing and phenotypic analysis. 

Modularisation of the postgraduate programmes in the restructured departments has enabled the marketing of 'Plant Sciences for Industry', a collection of short courses which can be taken in isolation or as an MSc.

Collaborative research has been stimulated in the environment sub-project involving the Departments of Environmental Sciences, Biological Sciences, Geography, the Centre for the Study of Environmental Change, and the two regional research institutes of the Natural Environment Research Council based in Cumbria. This culminated in March 2000 with agreement between the university and NERC to relocate the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology Merlewood to the Lancaster campus with joint development of their research facilities in the Lancaster Environment Centre.





Leeds Metropolitan University: merger with Harrogate College and Individualised Programmes of Study scheme

Part A: Merger with Harrogate College

Start date 	The merger process started in late 1996; the merger took place on 1 August 1998, but the increased cost of working will continue into the medium term
	




Cost	Total estimated cost: £878,000HEFCE grant: £300,000Expenditure:1997-98 £125,000 1998-99 £175,000
	
R&CF criterion	Major constitutional change, particularly merger
	




The aim of the merger is to improve further education provision for the people of Harrogate and surrounding areas, and allow the development of higher education opportunities. These will focus on lifelong learning and innovative modes of delivery, including the extension of the university's Individualised Programme of Study (IPOS) scheme to the college. This link between further education and higher education in Harrogate involves both new development and restructuring.





The programme of work is split into three parts. The first part is associated with the merger process and involves:

	preparing the merger proposal in all its aspects

	planning the integration of financial, human resources, and management information 
 policies and systems

	establishing effective management arrangements

	ensuring compatibility of different quality assurance arrangements

	managing staff transfer and associated integration issues

	creating and implementing revised structures of academic and corporate governance

	revising contractual and external reporting issues.

The second part of the project is associated with developing higher education provision in 
Harrogate: integrating it with further education, ensuring compatibility of different quality assurance systems, and determining effective management arrangements.





The merger was completed on 1 August 1998, and 1998-99 was defined as a year of transition for all aspects of the integration. The realignment of the key central services has been completed, the new academic and corporate governance issues are in place, and changes to the management information arrangements are underway. A permanent Dean of FE and Principal of Harrogate College was appointed on 1 February 1999.

Plans to develop higher education in Harrogate are continuing, with discussions between the HE faculties of the university and Harrogate College. The university successfully bid to the HEFCE for additional sub-degree HE students for 1998-99, some of whom are located at Harrogate College. The university continues to undertake market research to understand more about the market in Harrogate and its region for expanding both HE and FE in harmony with the emerging regional planning framework.









Cost	Total estimated cost: £185,000HEFCE grant: £155,000Expenditure:1998-99 £96,0001999-2000 £89,000
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolio
	
Contact	Professor Gaynor Taylor Pro Vice-ChancellorLeeds Metropolitan UniversityCalverley StreetLEEDS LS1 3HE tel 0113 283 2600

Aims and objectives 





To expand the IPOS scheme across all faculties required extensive staff development – the focus of this project.  Many IPOS students are engaged in some form of work-based learning, or wish to obtain a degree by a mixture of work-based and more traditional learning.  Wide discussion across the four Leeds-based faculties indicated that a major bottleneck in dealing with such students was the lack of staff with the skill and confidence to accredit prior experiential learning and to agree work-based learning contracts appropriate to the level of award being sought. Development has concentrated primarily on these issues. It has included a mixture of mentoring and more formal training events, including away days and action groups. Overall the programme has been co-ordinated via a half-time secondment in the university’s Centre for Access and Lifelong Learning (CALL).

Specific formal training events included:

	four-day themed workshops focused on work-based learning – 12 staff

	four-day themed workshops focused on open and flexible learning – 18 staff

	one-day workshops focused on learning contracts – 24 staff

	one-day workshops focused on managing work-based learning – 25 staff

	away day to discuss issues arising from IPOS and work-based learners – 12 staff.

Other development included: mentoring, materials development and group work – 15 staff estimated at an average of 30 days each.







a.	The university now has a core of more than 50 staff with the skills to support IPOS students

b.	A sound foundation for the accreditation of work-based learning has been created, with staff skills to support this mode of delivery

c.	Materials have been produced to support IPOS students. These include: 

i.	Guidance notes for students on completion of the learning contract and work- 
	based module

ii.	Guidance notes and procedures for assessors (assessment of learning contract 
	and portfolios)

iii.	Guidance notes for approvals boards.





Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts

Start date	1 August 1998
	




Cost	HEFCE grant: £1,404,000 (£468,000 a year)
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolio
	
Contact	Mark Featherstone-WittyPrincipal & Chief ExecutiveThe Liverpool Institute of Performing ArtsMount StreetLIVERPOOLL1 9HFtel 0151 330 3000
	

Aims and objectives 

The overall aim is to enable the Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts (LIPA) to demonstrate its suitability to become a directly funded institution specialising in excellence in teaching contemporary music.

This is supported by specific objectives:

	to ensure the quality of learning meets industry requirements

	to create an external academic and professional music advisory panel

	to increase practical project-based work and involvement of industrial practitioners

	to devise and implement a graduate monitoring programme to respond better to the contact culture of the industry

	to improve the quality of the applications, admissions and auditions processes

	to develop Telematic learning tools

	to enhance financial management and corporate governance









During the one and a half years the project has run, an academic and professional music advisory panel has been established.  Building on the previously reported first phase, the panel held an international conference about current issues in teaching popular music in higher education. Conference papers will be disseminated to the sector.

The third phase will centre on a survey of current educational provision in popular music with national and international perspectives, which will include a review of the state of the music industry and a ‘gap analysis’, examining the relevance of current educational provision in relation to industrial realities.

The review of curriculum delivery and several specific initiatives on quality are ongoing. Practical projects based on close liaison with industry continue to be incorporated in the curriculum.

A graduate monitoring system has been developed and distributed to the first two cohorts of graduates. Feedback from this exercise is informing the curriculum reviews and improving preparation for employment.

The applications, admissions and auditions processes have been reviewed. More resources are now devoted to this area to ensure that the most appropriate students benefit from the LIPA experience.

In preparing for separate designation, a financial memorandum has been agreed and signed by LIPA and Liverpool John Moores University. There is an ongoing review of corporate structures and governance. In addition to governance issues already reported, the roles of committees are being reviewed and new committees proposed.

There is an ongoing review of management systems and policies to improve efficiency and effectiveness within LIPA. Performance indicators have been established, there have been benchmark visits, and a benchmark study has been undertaken.













Cost	Total project cost: £3.850 millionHEFCE grant: £1 million: 1998-99 £675,0001999-2000 £325,000
	
R&CF criterion	Structural realignments within institutions
	




The project centres on the restructuring and realignment of the university’s medical school. This involves changes to the staff profile, including appointments of senior staff to underpin a number of inter-related academic developments. Most funding sought from the HEFCE is to support this general programme of restructuring and development, and to assist with a targeted programme of early retirements and voluntary severance of other staff.

The key objectives of the project are:

	to improve academic leadership and increase managerial and organisational efficiency and effectiveness





All the separate elements of the project are being addressed concurrently.

Senior staff have been appointed to posts in areas identified as major strategic development priorities, focusing on areas of research strengths and of nascent growth. These include chairs in epidemiology, epidemiological and social statistics, cardiac electrophysiology together with support posts, and support posts for the new director of the Paterson Institute for Cancer Research. Other senior appointments, including professorial, are planned.

As part of the restructuring programme, areas were identified for dis-investment by a large-scale research review which followed the 1996 Research Assessment Exercise. A number of early retirements/voluntary severance requests, in both academic and ancillary posts, have been agreed, which has enabled the medical school to reduce staff numbers in these areas.

Restructuring has also involved the ‘re-badging’ of several employees. University employees with mainly clinical workloads have been appointed to NHS contracts, and NHS employees with more substantial research and teaching commitments have been appointed to university contracts.

A further part of the programme has been the restructuring of clinical lecturer posts. Some of these had been predominantly training posts while others had provided mainly clinical service, and a few had contributed to teaching and research. Many were paid by recharge from the NHS. The medical school has substantially reduced the number of posts it funds, aiming to concentrate on those with a major academic function and which are productive in teaching and research. Posts that are mainly service- or training-orientated have been taken over by NHS funds.  While this process is not complete, substantial progress has been made and the number of posts has been reduced by 24. The funds available from HEFCE to ease this process have been a vital part of the strategy.













Medical intakes: Access to Medicine Programme: Guy’s, King’s and St 
Thomas’ School of Medicine, King’s College London

Start date	1 September 1999
	






R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolio
	
Contact	Professor Dylan Wiliam (on academic matters)School of Education tel 020 7848 3153
	




The project aims to:

	offer an innovative and practical approach to increasing access to medicine, in partnership with local education providers, which will attract those students who are suited attitudinally and have the academic potential for a career in medicine





Two science reasoning tasks will be calibrated for use in selection, by administering them to existing medical undergraduates in the first and second years of their studies. The performance on these tasks will be correlated with the marks obtained by the students in end-of-year examinations. This will provide additional data on the validity of the tasks, plus indications of the level of performance on the tasks necessary to succeed in the first two years of the undergraduate programme. The levels will then provide minimum thresholds for the selection of applicants for entry to the Access to Medicine programme proposed to begin in September 2001. 

Research evidence will be investigated regarding the utility of non-cognitive factors in selecting students for medicine. The investigation will begin by reviewing the existing literature on the adequacy and appropriateness of measures of non-academic factors in selection for medical education. After this review is complete, data already held at King’s will be investigated.

















Cost	Over £100,000 HEFCE contribution (in matched funding): £50,000 in 1999-2000
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolio
	
Contact	Ms Liam MortonSenior Assistant Registrar (Medical Education) & Bid Co-ordinatorSchools of Health The Queen’s Building University of East Anglia NORWICH NR4 7TJ tel 01603 593061 fax 01603 593752 e-mail l.morton@uea.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 

To prepare, at the invitation of HEFCE and the Department of Health Joint Implementation Group on increasing medical intakes, a full business and academic case for a new stand-alone medical school based at the University of East Anglia and involving local NHS partners.

To offer to the Joint Implementation Group (JIG) developed and innovative proposals for undergraduate medical education incorporating our following key aims:

a.	Develop students with A-levels (or equivalent) to MB/BS standard through an innovative, comprehensive and efficient medical education programme. 
b.	Develop graduates with:
	an appropriate range of knowledge, skills and attitudes for medical practice in the 21st century
	experience of a range of clinical and social care settings
	a framework for learning which will facilitate their continuing professional development.

c.	Achieve these outcomes via a curriculum – mapped onto the requirements of “Tomorrow’s Doctors” – which will:
	provide structured schemes for learning, organised around a finite and stable number of clinical presentations
	use problem-oriented and evidence-based learning 
	combine theoretical knowledge and clinical experience from the outset
	integrate the teaching of a broadly based core of relevant knowledge (comprising life sciences; behavioural and social sciences; skills)
	provide a balance of primary, community and secondary care clinical experience, as well as relevant exposure to tertiary care contexts
	emphasise the use of IT in all aspects of the delivery and management of healthcare and in the transmission of knowledge
	maximise joint educational opportunities with other trainee healthcare professionals
	allow ample opportunities for reflection and development of individual interests.

d.	Utilise fully in programme delivery:
	unique and novel arrangements involving UEA and NHS providers in a formally structured joint venture to manage all resources and achieve shared educational governance
	a sound underlying history of collaboration and partnership in teaching and research between UEA and the local healthcare system
	the contiguous, ultra-modern site for medical education created by UEA and the new Norfolk and Norwich Hospital
	the input and enthusiastic support available from other nearby secondary care providers
	the participation of visionary primary care providers in East Anglia
	the high quality of UEA teaching facilities, notably the Schools of Health
	the research opportunities provided by membership of the Norwich Research Park.





The joint venture project team has prepared for the JIG:

	interim Report, submitted by 30 November 1999

	final Report, submitted by 29 February 2000






Medical intakes: University of Leicester and University of Warwick Joint Medical School

Start date	1 January 2000
	
Expected completion	Completion of HEFCE funding due March 2002, but partnership planned to continue thereafter
	
Duration	HEFCE R&CF funding expected to last three years. LWMS will run on funding from recurrent HEFCE funds for  teaching and research and NHS funding for clinical education
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £2,000,0001999-2000 £100,0002000-01 £1,589,1012001-02 £310,899
	
R&CF criterion	Major changes to the academic portfolioCollaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Mr C LindsaySenior Assistant RegistrarLeicester Warwick Medical SchoolUniversity of WarwickCOVENTRY CV4 7AL
	

Aims and objectives 





The programme of work is as follows:

a.	Appointing academic, administrative and technical staff to the Universities of Warwick and Leicester required to deliver the four-year stream of the MBChB degree at the University of Warwick.

b.	The co-ordination of a curriculum management and delivery strategy over two sites of medical education.

c.	Training new staff in innovative teaching techniques. 

d.	Developing an interface between LWMS and the NHS for medical education in Coventry and Warwickshire.

e.	Identifying and refurbishing temporary teaching facilities suitable for graduate-entrant medical students for 2000-01 at the University of Warwick pending the completion of a Medical Sciences Building at Warwick in 2001.

f.	Refurbishing teaching and dissection facilities at the University of Leicester.





The initial outcome will be the successful delivery of the four-year stream of the LWMS MBChB to graduate-entrant students based at the University of Warwick by staff based at both Universities from September 2000. 





Medical intakes: The Open University

Start date	1 November 1999
	




Cost	Total estimated cost: £376,017 HEFCE grant: £100,000
	
R&CF criteria	Collaborative arrangements between HEIsMajor changes to the academic portfolio
	
Contact	Dr Lynne OrtonAdministrative Co-ordinatorMedical EducationThe Open UniversityWalton HallMILTON KEYNESMK7 6AAtel 01908 858313 

Aims and objectives 

The aim of the project is to explore and evaluate, in collaboration with existing medical schools, the potential for an expansion of the Open University’s academic portfolio into undergraduate medical education. The purpose of this expansion would be to increase access to medical education for those students previously prevented by domestic, work or financial constraints from entering four to five years of full-time education. This would offer a national mature entry route to year 3 of many UK medical schools, enabling a student population with different skills, knowledge and attitudes to enter and enrich traditional medical education. 

The main objectives of the project are:

*	to develop, by October 2000, a proposal for the Open University stage 1 course for medicine which would provide an alternative national route of entry into year 3 of existing or new medical schools

*	to negotiate collaborative partnerships with at least eight medical schools which would receive the stage 1 students at year 3

*	to define a core curriculum for the stage 1 course within a flexible syllabus, capable of accommodating the variable outcomes required by partner medical schools





Phase one: November 1999 to April 2000 - negotiation of collaborative partnerships with 
medical schools.

Phase two: April 2000 to August 2000 - definition of course curriculum and syllabus and of student/tutor support systems; identification of aspects of partners' curricula which may require modification to ensure integration. 





The outcome will be a comprehensive proposal and business case for the development of an internationally unique, flexible route of entry into year 3 of five-year undergraduate medical education programmes in the partner medical schools. The project will assist with the risk/benefit assessment of such a route of entry and its national and international applicability for the sector in general. 






Expected completion 	R&CF funded work complete 31 March 2000
	
Duration	HEFCE-funded component: nine months
	
Cost	£140,000 to 31 March 2000; plus a further £45,000 incurred between 31 March 2000 and 30 June 2000, by which time the outcome of the bidding process is likely to be known.HEFCE grant: £50,000
	
R&CF criteria	Collaborative arrangements between HEIsMajor changes to the academic portfolio
	
Contact	Professor John E Tooke (Project Executive Lead)School of Postgraduate Medicine and Health SciencesUniversity of Exeter, Barrack RoadEXETER EX2 5AXtel 01392 403097fax 01392 403027e-mail J.E.Tooke@exeter.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 

In 1999 the Universities of Plymouth and Exeter submitted a proposal for an undergraduate medical school in the South-West of England (the Peninsula Medical School) in response to the joint initiative by the HEFCE and the Department of Health to increase the number of doctors being trained. Proposals were reviewed by a joint implementation group (JIG).  Because the Peninsula proposal was innovative, the group asked the universities concerned to submit a full business case by 29 February 2000.









	development of governance arrangements

	development of the R&D strategy

	estimation and validation of the resource assumptions to deliver the curriculum

	estimation of capital requirements





The interim bid, with details of the curriculum, was made to the JIG at the end of November 1999. The full business case was submitted on 25 February 2000. 






Expected completion	Merger will take place on 1 August 2000. Restructuring will continue until July 2002
	
Duration	Three years eight months
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £1.356 million 1998-99 £90,0001999-2000 £490,0002000-01 £426,0002001-02 £350,000
	
R&CF criterion	Major constitutional change, particularly merger
	
Contact	Kathryn PopeMerger Project OfficerUniversity of HullHULLHU6 7RXtel 01482 466894e-mail k.f.pope@scienv.hull.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 

The aim of the project is to secure the future for higher education in Scarborough by merging North Riding College, Scarborough with the University of Hull, ensuring that:

	the position of existing students and students due to enter the College in 1999 is fully safeguarded

	the needs of the North Riding of Yorkshire, and the wider region, for higher education and teacher training are satisfied through sustainable long-term programmes

	the range of higher education offered in Scarborough is broadened

	provision for lifelong learning is developed

	academic programmes offered to existing and new students are of the highest possible quality.

The project has the following principles:

	merger must yield added value for all stakeholders

	merger is a process and not an event

	the benefits of merger must be bi-lateral

	merger must make an important contribution to the university's regional strategy

	the merged institution must deliver opportunities for lifelong learning

	organisational structures are a means to an end, not an end in themselves

	academic planning is fundamental to integration

	a distinctive academic provision is created in Scarborough

	programmes offered at the Scarborough campus will be appropriate to the setting and character of the town

	staff and students at the Scarborough campus must identify themselves with the university





A project implementation group was established in July 1998. The group undertook due diligence and other investigative work in order to make a recommendation on merger to the university council. On 18 March 1999 the university council agreed to proceed towards merger with North Riding College.

A merger implementation group (MIG) was established in May 1999. 

A merger project officer was appointed from May 1999 to 1 October 2000 by secondment from the university staff, and serves as secretary to the group and its sub-groups. 

Five sub-groups were established in May 1999 to assist the MIG. The sub-groups meet monthly. They are: academic planning group, academic services group, finance and resources group, personnel group, and student services group.





The academic structure of the expanded institution has been agreed, and in October 1999 heads of Scarborough schools and centres were appointed in a designate capacity prior to merger. A campus co-ordinator was appointed in November 1999 who also holds this post in a designate capacity until merger. 

Academic developments are proceeding as planned, including the introduction of new facilities and programmes. Teaching and research in Internet computing is now under way in Scarborough, supported by HEFCE restructuring funds, with three members of staff and a first intake of 17 students; student numbers are planned to rise to 50 in September 2000. Other developments such as creative music technology and digital arts will be progressed by newly appointed members of staff at Scarborough.

To facilitate communication between sites, both before and after merger, the university is developing an electronic question-and-answer page, to be available to staff of both institutions via the university intranet. Video-conferencing is in use for management meetings. Systems mergers are timetabled according to planned local development, to conclude by summer 2001.











Duration	Initial implementation is one year
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £1,824,000. In addition, the university will directly meet costs of around £1.8 million in the first five years
	
R&CF criterion	Major constitutional change, particularly merger
	
Contact	Paul Large	Director of Finance and Legal ServicesOxford Brookes UniversityGypsy Lane CampusGypsy LaneHeadingtonOXFORDOX3 0BPtel 01865 483080
	

Aims and objectives 
The primary aim of the merger is to create a centre of excellence for provision of teacher training and associated courses, to be known as Oxford Brookes Westminster Institute of Education. It will consolidate Oxford Brookes University (OBU) school of education and Westminster College, Oxford (WCO) activity on a single site at Harcourt Hill, Oxford – the site now occupied by WCO which will be leased to OBU by the Methodist Church.  A further aim is that the resources released due to the more efficient operation of the combined schools will enable diversification into new programme areas. This will be aided by retention on the site of WCO’s school of humanities and theology programmes. Integrating these programmes into OBU’s modular programme will further aid recruitment and diversification.
The secondary aim is the release of accommodation achieved by transferring OBU’s school of education to Harcourt Hill. This will enable OBU to meet some of the demand for accommodation generated by its continued increase in student numbers. Approximately 1,200 m2 of accommodation will be released.
Programme of work
This project comprises four elements:
a.	Initial planning and analysis of the implications of merger, conducting legal and financial due diligence work and agreeing with the three parties (OBU, WCO and the Methodist Church) the legal and constitutional changes required.
b.	Planning and implementing the managerial, organisational and practical changes required to make the merger work effectively.
c.	Planning and implementing the physical infrastructure changes necessary to relocate OBU’s School of Education to Harcourt Hill, including: enlarging the library facilities; adapting accommodation to provide larger teaching rooms and staff offices; establishing communication links; and moving staff, furniture, equipment and library stocks to the Harcourt Hill site.
d.	Developing and implementing an academic plan for the new institute.
Project outcomes

The formal merger date was brought forward to 5 April 2000, rather than 1 August 2000 as originally planned.














Cost	£1.3 millionHEFCE grant: £910,000
	
R&CF criteria	Major changes to academic portfolioStructural realignments within institutions
	
Contact	John McParlandUniversity of North London166/220 Holloway Road LONDONN7 8DBtel 020 7753 5187e-mail j.mcparland@unl.ac.uk


Aims and objectives 













Regional Consortium project: East Midlands Universities Association

Start date	1 August 1999
	




Cost	HEFCE grant: £25,000 for the first year, then £25,000 per year for the next two years dependent upon the project meeting conditions placed by HEFCE.EMUA is also supported through subscriptions from the member institutions
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Jenny SmithProject Co-ordinatorEast Midlands Universities AssociationRegional OfficeRutland HallLoughborough UniversityLOUGHBOROUGHLE11 3TUtel 01509 223443e-mail j.l.smith@lboro.ac.uk (​mailto:j.l.smith@lboro.ac.uk​)

Aims and objectives 

To promote and facilitate co-operation among East Midlands universities and colleges, to the benefit of the region and these institutions. Specific objectives include:

	to act as a focus for effective liaison and co-operation between the universities and key regional organisations, particularly the Regional Development Agency, but also the regional Government Office and other agencies 

*	to ensure that the universities are active participants in the development and delivery of relevant regional strategies 

*	to monitor the contribution universities and colleges make to regional economic performance





East Midlands Universities Association (EMUA) was established on 7 December 1998, with an inaugural meeting of vice-chancellors and principals of the region’s 10 higher education institutions. The vice-chancellors and principals form the steering group which meets twice yearly to drive policy and strategy. The operational group, comprising nominated pro-vice-chancellors and deputy principals, meets quarterly. 

With the assistance of the HEFCE grant, a full time EMUA project co-ordinator was appointed in November 1999.  The co-ordinator’s tasks include: 

	conducting a scoping study, in consultation with all members of the association and relevant regional and national agencies. This will define the main areas for collaboration and research, and identify projects that EMUA will take forward

	developing a three-year business plan

	improving and supporting collaboration and communication between the member institutions and other bodies









Regional consortium project: Association of Eastern Region Universities 





Duration	Continuous (HEFCE grant £25,000 for three years from 2000-01)
	
Cost	Estimated first-year costs £70,000 (including £25,000 HEFCE grant) to be reviewed annually thereafter
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Professor David BridgesUniversity of East Anglia NORWICH NR4 7TJtel 01603 592224e-mail d.bridges@uea.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 

The seven universities in the East of England region and the Open University have established the Association of Eastern Region Universities to promote collaboration, partnership, focus and appropriate shared practice that will bring greater benefit to the economic, social and cultural well-being of the region. The seven HEIs are: Anglia Polytechnic University, Cambridge University, Cranfield University, University of East Anglia, Essex University, University of Hertfordshire and Luton University.

In particular the association aims:

	to extend the universities’ contribution to regional development and competitiveness

	to act as a focal point for effective liaison and co-operation between the universities and the East of England Development Agency and other key regional and sub-regional agencies

	to ensure that the universities are active participants in the development and, where appropriate, delivery of key regional strategies

	to monitor the contribution that the universities make to regional economic performance, and suggest ways of maximising this contribution

	to promote good practice in co-operation and help publicise the role of the universities in the region





A constitution has been agreed, and preparations made to establish a company limited by guarantee. Three HEIs in the region directly funded by HEFCE (Homerton College, Norwich School of Art and Design, Writtle College) have accepted an invitation to join the association. 

A steering committee representing all of the association’s member institutions has been appointed, which is answerable to the directors of the association.

An executive director has been nominated to manage the day-to-day business of the association, including:

	preparing and disseminating information and documentation to support the association’s development of regional strategies

	developing links with regional and other external organisations and representing the association on relevant bodies

	arranging for collection and collation of data, and commissioning research on behalf of the association

	arranging for distribution, consideration and comment on relevant policy documents on behalf of the association.
 




The programme of work being prepared for the first year of the association’s activities will include outcomes related to the association’s six objectives.






Completion	Completion of HEFCE funding due March 2001, but partnership planned to continue thereafter
	
Duration	HEFCE funding planned to last three years; thereafter project to run on self-funded basis
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £75,000: 1998-99 £30,000 1999-2000 £22,500 2000-01 £22,500
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Bethan O'NeilCADISE Co-ordinator The Surrey Institute of Art & Design Falkner RoadFARNHAMSurrey GU9 7DStel 01252 892701
	

Aims and objectives 

The consortium aims to:

	offer a representative voice for specialist providers of art, design and communication studies within the region

	seek mutual benefit through the increased stability and enhanced opportunities available through larger critical mass

	develop a coherent range of academic opportunities within the region

	extend links with industry to provide specialist services and training opportunities

	maintain diversity of provision within the sector





The co-ordinator will assist in the following outcomes during the life of the project.

a.	Establish initial working arrangements for the CADISE initiative. She will:

	research models of collaboration and assist the consortium continuously to improve its performance

	assist the policy group to develop a methodology for managing CADISE funds

	organise seminars, and develop other opportunities for communication within the consortium

	work with professional colleagues to develop the CADISE identity

	work with professional colleagues to establish the CADISE web-site.

b.	Promote, support and carry forward the policy and strategic planning work of CADISE, 
as directed by the CADISE policy group.

c.	Maintain and develop channels of communication within the consortium. She will:

	assist in the management of current collaborative projects and working groups, monitor their progress, facilitate their success, and prepare reports as required

	help colleagues to identify new areas for collaboration, and stimulate and guide new working relationships within the consortium and with external partners

	act as a conduit for funding opportunities within the region and more widely.

d.	Maintain and extend the network of CADISE contacts with key regional players, and with national and EU partners where appropriate. She will:

	act as a point of contact within the regional network, and ensure that CADISE participates in regional activities

	represent CADISE at external meetings, in support of the chair and other members of the policy group

	help to develop and carry forward an internal and external communications strategy.





HEFCE funding has assisted the formation of the first dedicated subject-based consortium in the arts, design and communication areas, which is anticipated to continue and benefit from collaboration after funding has ended. A formal agreement detailing the commitment to mutually beneficial collaborative practices was signed in May 1999 and updated in February when its membership increased.  CADISE is maturing rapidly and has already attained a national profile, including further significant funding to work with Kent Institute of Art & Design to widen participation within the region.




















There are five main elements:

	to map current education and training activity within creative/media communications industries, small companies and freelancers in the South-East region

	to map current and future needs for developing learning opportunities for that sector

	to identify areas where training and education provision is low

	to identify main barriers and specific regional industry factors which are hindering the self-employed, employers and employees from participating in education and training activity within the sector





A strategic report will be published, highlighting key findings and conclusions. The report will inform the development of new short course and continuing professional development provision to bridge the gap between existing training provision and future training needs.





Expected completion	31 March 2000 – completion of outcome 1 and submission of interim report31 July 2000 – completion of outcome 2 and submission of full report
	
Duration	15 months (April 1999 to July 2000), academic years 1998-99 and 1999-2000
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	





Contemporary youth culture emphasises activities that feature strongly in art, design and communication. Unfortunately school pupils are often unable to translate these experiences into education and career routes. For students from low socio-economic backgrounds, the need to determine the long-term career viability of further study in these disciplines is acute. It is critical that further and higher education provides information to pupils at the appropriate stage in their education, namely in the latter stages of GCSE and through the sixth form.





There are three strands of activity:

	raise awareness among under-represented groups within the region of the subjects as potential areas for further and higher education and employment

	increase school pupils’ recognition of the ways their GCSE, A-level or GNVQ study can prepare them for entry into FE/HE and employment in art, design and communication areas





The planned outcomes are to use the data compiled from these activities to:

	develop promotional and information material that is informed directly by the outcomes of the outreach project work, and that addresses the needs of non-traditional learners in the selected subject areas













Cost	Total cost: £112,500 HEFCE grant: £37,500 per annumInstitutions also contribute financially in proportion to their FTEs to the work of the London Development Partnership
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	John HallExecutive OfficerLondon Higher Education Consortiumc/o London FirstHobhouse CourtLONDONSW1Y 4HHtel 020 7665 1566Fax 020 7665 1501e-mail johnhall@globalnet.co.uk 
	

Aims and objectives 

The consortium was formed to represent all HEFCE-funded institutions within the orbit of the M25 around Greater London (plus other degree-awarding institutions that were admitted by agreement of members). Within the United Kingdom, London is unique for the number and diversity of higher education institutions. About 40 HEIs are members of the consortium.

There is a particular context with the creation in 2000 of a new mayor and assembly for Greater London and connected executive agencies, including the London Development Agency. The sector wishes to contribute to the competitiveness and cultural richness of the London region.

The consortium is being developed as a network of HEIs with internal and external agendas under four main headings:

a.	Internally, it is a forum where heads of institutions may discuss matters of common interest, and share experience of the various specialist consortia in the region (for example,  for libraries, purchasing and IT networking).

b.	Externally, the consortium can represent the sector to other regional and national bodies, and collaborate with others (such as London First) to develop a stronger relationship with the business sector in the region.

c.	A priority is to establish suitable representation for the sector, and working arrangements with the new government structures in London.









b.	Elected a convenor, and a steering group representative of three groupings of HEIs within London: the University of London; the other universities in London; and all other eligible colleges and institutions.

c.	Held plenary meetings each term (at which each institution is normally represented by its head).

d.	Arranged a formal launch to publicise the theme: ‘improving the partnership between higher education and business’ among the principal agencies and opinion formers in London.

e.	Made a successful bid on behalf of all members, and in partnership with the business community through London First, for HEFCE Reach Out to Business and the Community funding. This will accelerate key components of the regional innovation and knowledge transfer strategy, encourage the growth of appropriate regional and sub-regional networks, and thereby help all institutions to be more directly engaged with the business communities of the region.

f.	Established regular meetings with the FE sector through the London HE/FE partnership, in which senior representatives of both sectors can examine issues of common interest, such as the evolving regional structures.

g.	Worked closely with those HEIs and colleges active in London First on such matters as overseas HE/business relationships and student accommodation in London.





During its first year, the activities listed above have been developed by the appointment of two part-time employees.  One, the executive officer, concentrates on the internal and external agendas in relation to HEIs.  Relationships with the FE sector are a focus for the work of the second. London First contributes to the office services and support of both posts.






Regional consortium project: Universities for the North-East (unis4ne)







Cost	Total project cost: £117,434 for the first year; to be reviewed annually.HEFCE grant: £25,000 a year for three years
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Alan SandersonUniversities for the North-East Office1 Hylton ParkWessington WaySUNDERLANDSR5 3HDtel 0191 516 4403

Aims and objectives 

The HEFCE-funded activities are a consolidation and expansion of existing activity.

HESIN (Higher Education Support for Industry in the North) was a consortium of the Universities 
of Durham, Newcastle, Northumbria at Newcastle, Sunderland and Teesside, and the Open 
University in the North. It has undertaken collaborative activities for around 16 years, 
most commonly in the areas of industrial liaison and technology transfer. It has recently 
restructured through the formation of a board, comprising the vice-chancellors of the campus 
institutions and the chair and deputy chair of the existing executive committee, and renamed as
'Universities for the North-East' (unis4ne). 

The new organisation will incorporate and continue the activities of HESIN but will expand 
its remit in line with regional and national priorities. This will include consolidation of activities 
in technology transfer and industrial liaison, continuing education and training, European 
funding and projects, and environmental programmes. In addition, the organisation will seek 
to expand, embed and continue to implement collaborative activities in widening provision and a regional credit accumulation and transfer scheme. 





Unis4ne operates through ad hoc or dedicated standing committees to explore,
identify funding for, implement and monitor collaborative actions, usually in the form of specific 
projects or initiatives, in areas where working together can demonstrate added value. 

The HEFCE funding will facilitate the appointment of an administrator, whose functions will include:

	supporting the activities of the existing committee on continuing education and training and the 'Widening Participation' and 'Credit for Lifelong Learning' projects

	supporting the activities of the Knowledge House business development and training 
manager in the brokerage of training needs analysis and the subsequent delivery of 
vocational training for staff of regional small and medium enterprises 





Indicators of success would be:

	effective conclusion and implementation of the recommendations of the ongoing projects 
identified above (especially the integration of current activities into the mainstream of 
member institutions’ activities)

	successful communication and co-ordination of activities with our partners in other sectors

	instigation of new projects where collaborative activity enhances the outcomes and has a 





Regional consortium project:  North West Universities Association 

Start date	1 August 1999
	




Cost	HEFCE grant £75,000 (£25,000 per year); in addition NWUA is supported through subscriptions from individual member institutions
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Keith BurnleyExecutive DirectorNorth West Universities AssociationEast Annexe, Town HallWARRINGTON WA1 1UHtel 01925 442084e-mail kburnley@warrington.gov.uk
		
	
Aims and objectives 

The aims and objectives of the North West Universities Association (NWUA) are:

	to share experience and provide a forum for the discussion of issues common to its members

	to promote regional collaboration between members

	to support and inform the participation of members in regional agencies

	to recommend representatives for appointment to regional bodies

	to represent the region in CVCP regional groups and similar bodies

	to develop regional collaboration with SCOP institutions and colleges belonging to the Association of Colleges 





In the first year of funding NWUA established an office base in Warrington with a small secretariat, shared with Higher Education North West (the organisation of HE colleges). It is intended to co-locate with the North West Regional Development Agency (NWDA) when the agency moves into permanent accommodation.

The organisational structure has been established:

	NWUA board, comprising the vice-chancellors/principals of member institutions, meets six times a year and deals with matters of strategy and policy.

	NWUA management team advises the board and is the management body for the association. The institutional management team member (normally at pro vice-chancellor level) acts as the main contact between the association and individual institutions. 

	Two operational groups, the NWUA Enterprise Group and the NWUA Learning and Teaching Strategy Group, have been formed to advise the management team and to develop and run collaborative activity and projects.

The association successfully applied to the first round of the HEFCE Reach Out to Business and the Community funding and was awarded £550,000 to establish a regional Knowledge and Skills Advisory Service to achieve the following:

a.	Build up a service to liaise between HE institutions in the region and Business Links (small business service), or individual companies where this is appropriate. Areas to be considered include: student placement and work experience, student mentoring schemes, continuing professional development and knowledge transfer

b.	Set up and launch a Knowledge and Skills Brokerage Service (KASBS) web-site consisting of 'broker pages' that link to relevant pages on the web service of the individual institutions.

NWUA is building partnerships with major bodies in the region including the Regional Development Agency, the Regional Assembly, the regional grouping of the Association of Colleges, the regional chambers of commerce, regional Business Links, the regional CBI, the North West Business Leadership Team and Government Office North West. Responses have been made to the regional strategy, regional skills strategy and regional planning guidance consultations. Lead academics are being identified for each sector in the regional strategy to act as the hub of a network of institutional sectoral contacts. HE action plans are being developed in response to the regional strategy and regional skills strategy.

Regular practitioner seminars are being organised under the auspices of the NWUA for colleagues involved in links with business, European programmes and learning and teaching issues.





The HEFCE grant has assisted the NWUA in establishing a staff and an office base. An executive director was appointed on 1 August 1999, and is supported by a personal assistant (shared with Higher Education North West). The official launch of the association was 27 March 2000 and was accompanied by a brochure outlining the regional contribution of higher education.


Regional consortium projects: Confederation of North West higher education institutions 

Start date	1 September 1999
	
Expected completion	31 December 2002
	
Duration	Three years three months
	
Cost	HEFCE grant: £75,000 (£25,000 per year)In addition HENW receives subscriptions from its members
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	




The aim is to establish and develop formal collaborative links between the non-university HEIs in North-West England, in order to:

	support members in their individual and collective relationships with regional and national agencies

	recommend representatives of North-West HEIs for appointment to regional bodies

	share experience and provide a forum for the discussion of issues common to North-West HEIs





Before the appointment of its executive director, with effect from 1 January 2000, the North West Universities Association had acted on behalf of Higher Education North West (HENW).  A full work plan is awaiting finalisation but it will include:

	develop good working relations with NWUA

	establish formal organisational structures

	provide a two-way channel of communication with other regional bodies, especially NWDA, NWRA and GONW

	investigate and identify opportunities for collaborative action among members and, beyond them, with NWUA

	stimulate and maintain co-operation with other agencies, particularly the Association of Colleges 

	promote higher education within the region.





The project will provide the following outcomes:

a.	Establishment of the collaborative voluntary association Higher Education North West.

b.	Increased collaboration between members, represented by:

	formation and continuation of committees and working groups on agreed themes

	increase in funding for members through collaborative bids.

c.	Enhanced representation of HE on regional bodies (jointly with NWUA).

d.	Incorporation of HE perspective in relevant regional strategies, policies and so on.

e.	Identification of medium-term strategy for increased HE involvement in regional activities.





Regional consortium project: Higher Education South-East

Start date	1 January 2000
	






R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	





Higher Education South East (HESE) was set up as a company limited by guarantee in September 1999 by the Universities of Surrey and Sussex to facilitate collaboration and networking between higher education institutions in the South-East region, focusing on their contribution to the region. All 17 universities and eight colleges of higher education with campuses in the region are members, paying a subscription proportional to their FTE student totals on those campuses. The University of Kingston and University of Surrey Roehampton are associate members. 

Programme of work 

The company was set up and equipped by members in advance of receiving the funding for running costs from HEFCE. So far the company has:

	established a board of five members through nomination and election by member institutions. The chairman is the de facto elected representative for higher education in the South East Regional Assembly. One board member must come from a post-1992 university and another must come from a college of higher education

	appointed a chief executive

	set up offices in the headquarters of the South East Economic Development Agency (SEEDA) in Guildford

	put in place the necessary administrative and financial support systems

	appointed a second member of staff

	agreed its outline operational strategy with its membership at the spring biannual HESE vice-chancellors’ forum.






Short-term outcomes are expected to include:

	a regional map of the involvement of higher education with business and the community.  HESE will provide this and the inventory below as part of the output of the HEFCE funded HE Regional Profiles study which is coordinated by CURDS, University of Newcastle

	an inventory of regional teaching and research strengths

	advocacy of the interests of the higher education sector with the SEEDA and Government Office of the South East

	a web-site, bulletin board and information networks by e-mail to key staff with regional interests within the HESE membership

	an exchange of regional best practice conference for business managers appointed  under HEFCE’s Reach-Out to Business and the Community programme.





Regional consortium project:  Higher Education Regional Development Association – South-West (HERDA-SW)

Start date	1 February 2000
	




Cost	HEFCE grant: £75,000 (£25,000 per year).In addition, HERDA-SW is supported through subscriptions from the 12 member higher education institutions
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education Institutions
	




The aims of the association are:

	to extend higher education’s contribution to sustainable regional development and competitiveness

	to influence and shape the social and economic agenda in the South-West region by appropriate joint action.

To achieve those aims, the association has the following objectives:

	to act as a focal point for effective liaison and co-operation between higher education institutions and key regional and sub-regional agencies

	to encourage HEIs to be active participants in the development and, where appropriate, delivery of key regional strategies

	to monitor the contribution that HEIs make to regional economic performance, benchmarking the contribution nationally and internationally and suggesting ways of optimising that contribution

	to promote good practice in co-operation and helping to publicise the role of HEIs in this activity

	to encourage the exploitation of the knowledge base of the region’s HEIs

	to encourage wider collaborative activity between the region’s HEIs where this is considered to be beneficial both collectively and individually





HERDA-SW works through a structure comprising a strategy board of heads of institutions, meeting twice yearly; an executive committee of senior institutional managers; a number of special interest groups focused on areas of particular significance in the region; and other affiliated committees and groups, reporting to the executive committee.

Close working links are being established with the South-West of England Regional Development Association and other regional bodies in order to maximise the contribution and influence of HE to the region.

HEFCE funding has enabled HERDA-SW to establish a secretariat, comprising a head and administrative support officer, to facilitate the achievement of its aims and objectives.

The specific functions of the secretariat will include:

	providing support to the strategy board and committees of the association

	contributing to the development of policy in relation to the association through the strategy board and executive committee, and contributing to the achievement of the association’s aims and objectives

	representing the association and acting as its first point of contact

	encouraging members to play a full part in the association and engage in added value activity





Anticipated outcomes from the Association will include:

	improved communication and co-operation with regional and sub-regional agencies

	the articulation of a strategic contribution from HE to the development of regional strategies

	a clearer understanding of the contribution HE makes to the regional economy of the South- West





Regional consortium project: Yorkshire and Humberside Universities' Association

Start date	1 August 1998
	




Cost	HEFCE grant £75,000 (£25,000 per year)The YHUA is also supported through subscriptions from member universities and from project income
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Gill HoltActing Chief Executive OfficerYorkshire and Humberside Universities' AssociationUniversity HouseCromer TerraceLEEDS LS2 9JTtel 0113 233 1582
	

Aims and objectives 





During 1999 Yorkshire and Humberside Universities' Association (YHUA) has:

a.	Consolidated its position as a primary strategic partnership contributing to the evolving regional agenda in Yorkshire and Humberside. YHUA and the universities have been asked to take the lead role on the delivery of elements of the Regional Economic Strategy.

b.	Successfully bid for funds from the HEFCE Reach-Out to Business and the Community Fund and the HEFCE widening participation in higher education special initiative.

c.	Put in place administrative and financial systems to manage a £4 million European Structural Funds (ESF)-funded project on higher level skills training.

d.	Taken an active role in the consultations and drafting of the Single Programming Documents for ESF Objectives 1, 2 and 3.

Within the YHUA office, staff have been recruited to manage the higher level skills action plan, and recruitment exercises for a chief executive officer, a widening participation regional development officer and a reach-out co-ordinator have been initiated. Plans are being made to secure funds for additional staff to manage the universities’ contribution to the regional economic strategy, particularly the skills action plan.

The YHUA has been restructured to streamline the committee structure and allow greater delegation of operational accountability to the chief executive officer.  It is intended that a large proportion of future activity will be channelled through time-limited task groups. 

The need to redefine the role of the YHUA limited company has been identified. The membership of the board of directors is also under active consideration.

Partnerships and collaborative projects have been initiated with the five HE colleges in the region and FE colleges (via the Association of Colleges). The HE colleges will be offered associate membership of YHUA.

The need to improve channels of communication with other regional projects has been identified, for example, the 15 business-led sector boards established as part of the Regional Innovation Strategy and the six working groups established as part of CoMPRIS, the Regional Information Society Initiative. This will be addressed over the next 12 months.





YHUA has been able to grow quickly because of the history of good working relations between the universities in the region and because the universities anticipated the emergence of the regional/collaborative agenda. The HEFCE Restructuring Grant has been vital in providing support for core staff to produce the initial strategy and direction, and to establish a track record. Continued HEFCE funding will enable this activity to increase and become embedded in both the regional agenda and the activities of individual HEIs.












R&CF criteria	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	







	to map the current range of contributions which HE institutions make to their regions, including economic, social, cultural and other

	to improve awareness and understanding of those contributions, and provide a basis for identifying the scope for further development, within institutions, within HE regional consortia, and with regional partners





The project is jointly sponsored by the HEFCE and the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals (CVCP).  It builds on the HEFCE Regional Profiles publication (HEFCE 99/27) and work previously commissioned by the CVCP from the Centre for Urban and Regional Development Studies (CURDS) on the regional impact of universities.  A steering group has been established, chaired by Professor Roderick Floud, Vice-Chancellor of London Guildhall University.

The project is working through the regional consortia of HE institutions.  The main elements are:

	to prepare, in consultation with regional consortia and Regional Development Agencies (RDAs), a template for collecting information on a consistent basis on the range of ways in which HE institutions contribute to their regions

	to commission each consortium to prepare a report using that template.  The reports would be edited to produce a consistent series by the CURDS project team

	to produce a national overview report on patterns and issues arising from the regional report

	to develop a methodology for assessing the impact of HEIs’ regional activities.





Two seminars were held in March 2000, one in London and one in Leeds, to discuss the approach with representatives of regional consortia and RDAs.

A template for the collection of information is being refined.

The project steering group held its first meeting in April 2000.














Cost	Total project cost: £6,630,000HEFCE grant (repayable): £2,000,000
	
R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioStructural realignments within the institution
	
Contact	Jan WhitehouseDirector of Finance & PersonnelRoyal Academy of MusicMarylebone RoadLONDONNW1 5HTtel 020 7873 7360fax 020 7873 7342e-mail j.whitehouse@ram.ac.uk

Aims and objectives 

The main objective of the project is to enhance the Royal Academy’s educational programmes and the facilities required to support them. The expansion will allow the development of collaboration with other HEIs in the UK and abroad, and will improve public access to the Royal Academy, its historic collections and related activities.

The specific aims of the York Gate project are to:

a.	Assure the conservation of the Royal Academy’s historic collection as aids to its teaching, education and research programmes.

b.	Create a ‘living museum’ which will enhance and dovetail with the main educational mission of the Royal Academy.

c.	Improve library facilities by providing space for the Special Collection and archives.

d.	Create IT facilities and specialised workshops which will enable collaboration with other HEIs that have instrument collections.

e.	Create a recital hall to support all the above initiatives. 

f.	Achieve maximum possible integration of the various buildings of the Royal Academy.





The work will be undertaken in three main stages:

Stage one: Refurbishment of York Gate, from July 1999 to March 2000.	

Stage two:  Creation of a ‘living museum’, from May 2000 to March 2001.





The refurbishment of York Gate commenced in July 1999, and occupation of the newly refurbished building took place during April 2000. The building provides much-needed teaching and practice space, dedicated spaces for the special manuscripts and archives, extra library and reading room spaces, and a museum which will house the Royal Academy’s historic collections. All will be used to aid teaching, education and research programmes.

Fitting out the museum will involve the construction of highly specialised case-work and the development of graphics and text required for permanent and temporary displays.









Start date	1 August 1999
	




Cost	£3.8 millionHEFCE contribution: £1.876 million:1999-00:  £479,0002000-01:  £1,144,0002001-02:  £65,0002002-03:  £188,000
	
R&CF criterion	Structural realignments within institutions
	
Contact	Mr Peter McCann Director of Planning The University of SalfordSALFORDM5 4WTtel 0161 295 5234 e-mail p.r.mccann@salford.ac.uk
	

Aims and objectives 

The aims of the project are:

	to re-structure and re-position science and engineering at Salford to meet changing demand from students, employers and other customers

	to enhance industrial links in science and engineering

	to strengthen enterprise and entrepreneurial skills in the university





The first stage of the project has been to restructure the university’s science and engineering activities, in the context of a university-wide academic restructuring undertaken in 1998-99 and implemented from 1 August 1999. The work includes physical moves and improvements to the estate to support the academic restructuring.










School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University College London 

Start date	1 August 1997
	




Cost	HEFCE grant: £496,5771997-98 £134,4801998-99 £139,9681999-2000 £222,129
	
R&CF criterion	Institutional restructuring with sufficiently innovative aspects to be of general benefit to the sector
	





The school undertook a three-year programme of restructuring to set up a language unit within the Department of East European Languages and Culture. The four main tasks of the unit were:

	to provide high-quality on-site language teaching by specialist tutors and the necessary supporting learning facilities for academic purposes

	to facilitate language teaching and language learning in other UK institutions through outreach and distance learning

	to develop innovative resources in support of language teaching and language learning, including provision of computer-based self-study and assessment in language learning





To achieve the aims of the project, the school had to reorganise the work and structure of the department of East European Languages and Culture. This required a fundamental revision of the degree programmes offered by the department, and a reorganisation of academic staff into two groups: 

	dedicated language teachers in a Language Unit (with contracts tailored to reflect student demand) 





The merger with University College London on 1 August 1999 brought new opportunities for teaching and course development.  It also increased technical support for enabling computer-aided learning. The new degree scheme started in 1999-2000, introduced language provision on a 4 + 2 model: four hours of contact teaching time and two hours of structured open-access self-study per week (to include video and computer-assisted language learning materials developed for the purpose). Self-access provision will be further extended to attain the planned 3 + 3 model by the start of 2000-01.

The dedicated language unit premises, opened in January 1999, have become an effective focal point for teaching, course development, access to specialist materials and management of study abroad.  The language unit has also established its role as an international meeting place for specialists in Central and East European language learning and teaching. The unit has hosted, among others, visitors from Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Ukraine, Australia, Canada and the US.

Self-access materials (printed matter, videos, audio tapes, CD-ROMs and web-based materials) are being augmented by purchase wherever possible and, for the most part, by in-house development and outsourcing. The unit’s collections are already extensive for Czech and Polish and, to a lesser extent, for Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian. Collections of materials for the study of Croatian, Finnish, Hungarian, Macedonian, Romanian and Serbian are under way. Work will commence on Belarusian, Bulgarian, Slovene, Slovak and Ukrainian in the next 12 months. 













Cost	HEFCE grant: £1.5 million – as a contribution to the £2.85 million cost of the academic department of obstetrics and gynaecology in the new Sheffield Women’s Hospital
	
R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioStructural realignments within institutions
	
Contact	Mr P J HaywardEstates DepartmentUniversity of Sheffield45 Victoria StreetSHEFFIELDS3 7QBtel 0114 222 29205
	

Aims and objectives 









The project forms part of a strategic plan developed with the trust to bring the two academic departments together on one site.  Academic outcomes are expected in terms of developments in research in the following areas:









This research is of importance for: developing new treatments in many aspects of infertility; increasing knowledge of foetal development; developing new methods of contraception; and finding new approaches to cancer treatment.







Start date	1 August 1999
	






R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioStructural realignment within institutions
	







	to accelerate the process of redirecting resources from declining to emerging areas of academic activity

	to develop the university’s academic portfolio in a way that will strengthen both its academic and financial position

	to facilitate the development of a range of inter-disciplinary programmes in each of the following: media (spanning media technology, digital arts, virtual reality, media production, cultural studies and journalism); leisure, tourism and heritage; health sciences; and bio-mechanics 





The university’s ability to accelerate the process of restructuring its academic portfolio has been hampered by short-term difficulties in transferring resources from declining to emerging areas. The funds requested were therefore to help create about 10 new academic posts within the four areas being targeted for major growth development. This would facilitate rapid development and rollout of new programmes within those areas, leading to increase in both full- and part-time student numbers.

Work  to develop the university’s CBA model for academic units is planned to continue. This has already proved to be of strategic importance in informing the academic and staff reprofiling process.

Throughout the funding period, and supported by the information from the CBA model, the university would actively pursue a staff reprofiling strategy, involving: 

	a combination of staff retraining /reskilling (where possible and appropriate)

	careful monitoring and targeting/deployment of academic staff vacancies as they arise

	consolidation of the new appointments (made as part of this initiative) within the university’s core staff through the generation of additional funded student numbers as a result of the developments taking place 

	utilise some of this additional funding to generate further posts if possible.





The funds provided have been used to fund 11 ‘new blood’ academic appointments across the following four target areas:

	media – five posts (two in media, two in digital arts and one in virtual reality)

	leisure tourism and heritage – two posts

	health sciences – two posts

	bio-mechanics – two posts.

Each member of staff has been selected on the basis of their ability to:

	contribute to the delivery of newly developed programmes within their chosen field(s)

	contribute to the development of the academic portfolio within that field through the development of new programmes as appropriate.

Progress to date has involved the newly appointed staff having a significant involvement in the initial development and delivery of 22 new academic programmes, as follows:

	contributing to the rollout of five new degree programmes, launched in 1998-99

	contributing to the delivery (and ongoing development) of six new programmes, launched in September 1999

	contributing as members of the programme planning teams to the development of 10 new programmes to be launched in September 2000

	contributing as members of the planning team to the development of one new programme to be launched in September 2001.

The university also plans to launch four further HNC and HND programmes within these academic areas in partnership with FE colleges within the University of Teesside partnership.















R&CF criteria	Major changes to the academic portfolioStructural realignment within the institution
	








The University prepared a five-year action plan for addressing difficulties in relation to student recruitment and retention, the findings of a report by the Quality Assurance Agency, and the financial consequences.





The intended outcomes include:

	restructuring of the University into three faculties  -  the London College of Music and Media, the Faculty of Health Studies, and a school of professional studies covering tourism, leisure, hospitality, business and law
	clearer focusing on programmes with buoyant student demand, and action to improve student retention
	consequential staff restructuring to reflect the new school and programme structure
	revision of the University’s quality assurance procedures.


University for Industry and HE: De Montfort University 

Start date	1 May 1999
	




Cost	Total cost:  £28,021HEFCE grant:  £12,000
	
R&CF criterion	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions
	
Contact	Professor Stephen BrownHead of Learning TechnologiesDe Montfort UniversityThe GatewayLEICESTERLE1 9BHe-mail sbrown@dmu.ac.uk
	

Aims and objectives 





The original programme of work was to:

	establish a clear understanding of the national goals of the UfI

	review the data on the region’s economy and labour market; set this data in the context of the UfI; and identify further areas for investigation

	develop a conceptual systems map for the delivery of an East Midlands UfI, which would identify the functional components of a regional model; this model would be discussed with stakeholders

	map higher education resources and review the strengths and weaknesses of each HEI in the region in terms of its contribution to the UfI





The project originally set out to create a model for the development and delivery of higher education services as part of the UfI initiative in the East Midlands region.  Achieving this ambitious target was made harder by the fact that it kept moving.  UfI has launched the learndirect brand and grown from around 12 to 200 staff.  Learning Centre Hub contracts have been awarded, and contracts issued for the supply of materials.  Some of the detail about funding arrangements and learner support is consequently much clearer, for example, its first attempt to involve universities (in the framework for work based awards) has been launched.  UfI is still moving quickly and unanswered questions remain  -  for example, what technologies will dominate the market to provide adequate access for learning and learning support? 

The plan was: 

	to work from published literature to understand the UfI’s goals and the characteristics of the East Midlands economy and labour market infrastructure

	to map HE resources in the region appropriate to supporting the successful implementation of the UfI

	to propose a conceptual model for the effective development of the UfI in the East Midlands. 

The first two steps have been completed successfully, but the UfI/HEI model the study was based on did not reflect the complexity of the web of stakeholders.  Without a detailed blueprint it has not been possible to map existing HE resources onto this model. 

However, the process of creating and refining the model with key stakeholders such as the East Midlands Development Agency and UfI has caused them to rethink the way the relationship between UfI and HE needs to develop.  So the study is of value to both the HE sector and RDAs. The final recommendations have arisen directly out of these new insights and are a framework for the effective development of the UfI in the East Midlands and in other regions.  This study appears to be the only one of its kind in the English regions.  Since it is unlikely to be repeated in any of the others, the study may inform other regional strategies.

An unplanned project outcome has been the creation of a process for evolving a regional strategy for developing the learning markets. The process involves use of a conceptual model, stakeholder analysis and functional chains. Although not fully tested on all stakeholders, this process provides a prototype toolset for others to refine and develop their own regional variations beyond the report’s recommendations. 

The following dissemination plans are under way:

a.	Copies of the report are being sent to the primary target audiences: HEFCE, UfI, Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals, HEIs in the East Midlands, the EMDA and other organisations.  

b.	The executive summary is being sent by post or by electronic mail to all UfI regional managers, heads of UK universities, HEFCE regional consultants, and to other bodies that may be interested.  

c.	The full text of the final report will be available on the Internet at http://dld.dmu.ac.uk/ufi  for general public access.







The following projects were completed before January 1999, and therefore are not included in this report:

	Coventry University: reprofiling of provision in science courses, moving from physics and materials sciences into sports science.
	Merger of Loughborough University with Loughborough College of Art and Design
	Merger of Southampton University with La Sainte Union College
	Study of demand for higher education in Cornwall.
	Study of demand for higher education in Thanet.
	Thames Valley University: Learning Resource Centre.





Section 4: Criteria, approval procedures, terms and conditions, and monitoring

Objectives and criteria 

1.	The overarching purpose of the fund is to facilitate constructive development, at a strategic level, in relation to the structure and organisation of HEIs and the sector.  The fund cannot, of course, support all change in HE.  It remains primarily for HEIs to identify where development is needed, and to pursue change from their own resources.  Both institutions and the sector must remain dynamic, constantly searching for ways of developing and improving for the benefit of students, research activity, and the wider community interest.  

2.	However, there are circumstances where strategic development would be beneficial, but where the institutions concerned do not have the resources to undertake it alone without damage to their other priorities.  That is where the fund can help.  It is not designed to support marginal adjustments and routine development which institutions should pay for by themselves. Rather, its focus is on strategic and innovative change at the organisational and structural level.

3.	The five specific criteria which underpin the Restructuring and Collaboration Fund (R&CF) are:

a.	Major changes to the academic portfolio.

b.	Major constitutional change, particularly merger.

c.	Institutional restructuring with sufficiently innovative aspects to be of general benefit to the sector.

d.	Structural realignments within institutions. 

e.	Collaborative arrangements between higher education institutions.

4.	Institution-led projects under the collaboration criterion have to involve at least one HEI, and normally the collaboration is between two or more HEIs, although partners outside the HE sector can also be involved.  We allocate R&CF funding only to universities and colleges within the higher education sector, or to associated bodies which serve the HE sector.  But so long as there is a lead HEI in every institution-led project, a project can involve FE colleges or institutions outside the HE and FE sectors if that will serve to meet the objectives of the scheme. 





6.	We do not invite competitive bids for the fund. So far we have deliberately not formalised the procedures into an annual bidding round, so that we can respond quickly to proposals and opportunities as they arise.  A proposal can be submitted, and approved, at any time during the year.  This means that money may not be available if the funds for the year have already been allocated.   

7.	One exception is that any grant for more than £2 million requires the approval of the HEFCE Board.  Final decisions on the approval of such projects therefore need to be synchronised with the annual cycle of Board meetings.

8.	As familiarity with the fund grows, it is likely to become increasingly competitive.  For the time being we will continue to welcome individual proposals submitted when it suits the institution, and to consider each one on its merits.  But we will keep under review whether the number of eligible and attractive proposals exceeds the funds available, to the point where a more explicit element of competition would be sensible to ensure value for money in judging between bids.

9.	If an institution wishes to submit a bid for funds, it should contact its HEFCE Higher Education Adviser or Regional Consultant, who will provide further details on the fund if necessary and advise on how to proceed.   Each institution’s HEFCE contacts can be found on our website at http://www.hefce.ac.uk under "About us".

10.	We are happy to have iterative discussions with institutions about their proposals, working from first soundings about a possible project, through consideration of draft proposals, to final submission of a business case.

Contents of a project proposal

11.	We expect all project proposals to include a business plan.  We would normally expect this to contain:

a.	Objectives of the project.

b.	How it fits with, and helps to deliver, the institution's wider mission and corporate plan.

c.	Rationale for project: for example, why is this a good thing to be doing?  What external or internal developments have triggered it?  Why now?  Why in this institution?  Why is the institution unable to pay for the project from standard resources?

d.	The expected benefits, not just for the institution but in terms of wider gains or lessons for the sector.

e.	A description of how the project will be undertaken: What actions will be taken?  By whom? To achieve what outcomes?

f.	Timescale, milestones during the project, and deadlines for completion.

g.	How the institution will assess whether the objectives have been achieved  -  in specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-specified terms.  There should be quantified performance indicators wherever possible, and in terms of ultimate objectives (for example, improvement of the student learning experience) not just interim processes (for example, setting up a unit or producing a report).

h.	Budget details, which distinguish between staff and non-staff costs, and between revenue and capital costs, and which identify other sources of income that will contribute to the overall cost.

i.	A cost-benefit analysis to show that the expenditure will secure value.

j.	Requested grant allocation profile by month and year.

k.	Identified member(s) of staff responsible for undertaking the project.

l.	Authorisation from the head of the institution for submitting the project.

12.	Item h reflects the presumption that projects to be funded from the R&CF should deliver subsequent benefits, in the form of savings or value improvements, which should be identifiable, quantifiable and greater than the cost of the project.

13.	We recognise that for many projects it is difficult to quantify, or assign a monetary value to, the benefits.  We will also apply a test of proportionality  -  the scale of analysis appropriate for a small project will be rather limited.  Nonetheless, we consider that it can be a helpful discipline in considering larger projects to undertake a net present value (NPV) benefit assessment, demonstrating value for money through an analysis of the costs and benefits of the proposed project. This should identify, quantify and if possible value all the costs, benefits, risks and uncertainties associated with the project and discount them to derive the present value. The standard rate of discount currently specified by Government for appraisals involving HEFCE funds is 6 per cent.  The Treasury Guidance, The Green Book, 'Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government', HMSO 1997 and the HEFCE guide, 'Appraising investment decisions', March 1999, provide further details of this process.

Standard terms and conditions of funding

14.	Approval for each project is subject to the following standard terms and conditions.  When an institution is notified that a project has been approved, it will receive a letter which sets out these terms and conditions for the grant.

a.	The institution should provide an expenditure profile by month for each of the financial years of expenditure.

b.	We will pay in accordance with the profile of expenditure up to a total of 90 per cent of the grant which has been approved.  The remaining 10 per cent of the grant will be released on receipt of a satisfactory final project report 

c.	Before beginning to make payments, we will need evidence that work has begun (such as a copy of a contract or other documentation).

d.	The institution should provide a progress report every six months, with the first such report to be submitted six months after the start of the work.  These reports should reflect the work completed with the support of the previous six months’ payments, and should also identify any programme slippage. Where there is slippage, the progress report should show a recovery plan and revisions to the monthly expenditure profile. We reserve the right to suspend payments should progress reports not be forthcoming.

e.	The institution should inform us of any significant alteration to the project.  We reserve the right to terminate funding if, in our judgement, these alterations mean that the project is now unlikely to achieve the intended outcomes.

f.	The institution should provide a final report, setting out how far the project has met its objectives, milestones and deadlines.  This is particularly important for any projects which are intended to be innovative, and to have wider application to other institutions.  In such cases, the final report will need to set out in detail what lessons have been learnt.  This report should also show the total cost of the programme and include assurances on the use of the grant. We will specify the deadline for receipt of the final report.

g.	We reserve the right to make available to others the final report (and any other associated products from the project), as part of disseminating the project findings for the benefit of the rest of the sector.  We may do so either free of charge, or with a charge to cover the cost of the publication. 

h.	In all cases, we will need an assurance that the grant has been used for the purposes intended, and in accordance with the normal requirements of our financial memorandum with HEIs. The form of that assurance will depend on the scale of the project, as follows:

i.	Where the total grant is £100,000 or more, we need evidence that the institution's internal or external auditors (or a separate firm of auditors if preferred) have tracked the grant for the individual project sufficient to give us an assurance in accordance with the normal requirements of our financial memorandum with institutions. The cost for this audit is an allowable cost under the programme  The institution may ask internal or external auditors to include that task within any wider routine audit work they are doing (subject to meeting the deadline for the audit report).  But it is not sufficient for us to have a generalised assurance that overall the institution's financial arrangements are satisfactory: we need the assurance to be tied to the grant for the specific project.

ii.	For any grant totalling less than £100,000, an institution could ask its internal or external auditors to undertake the same exercise as for larger grants. However, it will be sufficient for the institution to give a statement (which must be signed by both the head of institution and the director of finance), certifying that the grant has been used for the purposes intended and in accordance with the normal requirements of the financial memorandum.

i.	We reserve the right to reclaim any over-payment from the institution’s recurrent grant, if an audit statement shows that expenditure has not been incurred in line with the grant allocated. 

j.	
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